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Executive summary
D-Stability is free to use slope stability software for soft soil engineering.
This document contains the installation manual, tutorial and scientific manual of
D-Stability
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About Deltares
Deltares is an independent institute for applied research in the field of water and
subsurface. Throughout the world, we work on smart solutions, innovations and
applications for people, environment and society. Our main focus is on deltas, coastal
regions and river basins. Managing these densely populated and vulnerable areas is
complex, which is why we work closely with governments, businesses, other research
institutes and universities at home and abroad. Our motto is ’Enabling Delta Life’.
As an applied research institute, the success of Deltares can be measured in the
extent to which our expert knowledge can be used in and for society. As Deltares we
aim at excellence in our expertise and advice, where we always take the
consequences of our results for environment and society into consideration.
All contracts and projects contribute to the consolidation of our knowledge base. We
look from a long-term perspective at contributions to the solutions for now. We believe
in openness and transparency, as is evident from the free availability of our software
and models. Open source works, is our firm conviction.
Deltares is based in Delft and Utrecht, the Netherlands. We employ over 800 people
who represent some 40 nationalities. We have branch and project offices in Australia,
Indonesia, New Zealand, the Philippines, Singapore, the United Arab Emirates and
Vietnam. In the USA Deltares also has an affiliated organization.
www.deltares.nl
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Introduction
D-Stability is software for soft soil slope stability.
Deltares is an independent institute for applied research in the field of water,
subsurface and infrastructure. Throughout the world, we work on smart solutions,
innovations and applications for people, environment and society. Knowledge is our
core business. Deltares employs over 800 people and is based in Delft and Utrecht,
the Netherlands.
D-Stability is made in cooperation with the POVM and Rijkswaterstaat.
Rijkswaterstaat is the executive agency of the Ministry of Infrastructure and Water
Management, dedicated to promote safety, mobility and the quality of life in the
Netherlands.
In the POVM, water boards, business and knowledge institutes meet to search for
innovations to make more efficient designs of flood protection embankments. This
way, we can reinforce our embankments faster, cheaper and safer.
This is the user manual for D-Stability. The user manual contains the following
sections:

1 Installation manual;
2 Tutorial;
3 Scientific background information;
4 Reliability information.

Deltares dares to share. D-Stability is free to use.
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Installation manual

2

Installation manual

2.1

Downloading D-Stability
D-Stability is free to use and available through the Deltares website. To download
D-Stability, go to the Deltares website (www.Deltares.nl) and click on Software.

Figure 1 Deltares website
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Figure 2 Software

Next, click on D-Stability to learn more abut the software.
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Figure 3 D-Stability

On this website, you can find general information on the software, screenshot and
technical information on the hardware you need to install the software. You are also
informed on the service packages Deltares has to offer and you can leave feedback
regarding the software. If you scroll down, you can find the following banner.

Figure 4 Download banner

Clicking on this banner will lead you to the D-Stability download page
On the download page, you can submit your name and email address. A link will be
send to your email address directly. If you don’t receive the email directly, please
check your spam folder. Using this link, you can download the installer of the software.
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Figure 5 Download portal

2.2

Installing D-Stability
After downloading the software, you can either choose to run the software directly
from the browser or double click on the downloaded .msi file from windows explorer.
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Figure 6 MSI

The software does not require any privileges, besides the fact that the user needs to
be allowed to run a .msi file. If you don’t have privileges to install software, please
contact your system administrator.
Note: When you start the installation, please note that the installation is from a
trusted publisher: Deltares.
The installation wizard starts and will guide you through the installation process.

Figure 7 Installation wizard

If you already have installed the version of D-Stability, you can use the installer to
repair or remove the software.
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Figure 8 Repair or remove

2.3

Checking the installation
After installing D-Stability, you can start it from your start menu where it initially
appears at the top, or find it using the search function in your taskbar.
To check whether the installation was successful, you can open the installed .stix file
that accompanies the installation called "tutorial.stix". By doing so, the following
geometry will appear.

Figure 9 Open tutorial

Next, go to the second construction phase "High Water" (section tab from the left
bottom) and go to "calculate" in the file menu. Then, press the "calculate" button. The
software should start running, and after a while, the calculation result should appear.
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Figure 10 Calculate the second stage

If you see a resulting slip plane on the "results" tab, the calculation is performed
successfully and you know that all software components are working.

Figure 11 Successful run and therefore successfull installation
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Tutorial

3

Tutorial: probabilistic analysis
This tutorial will guide a user through most of the application by walking through the
steps to determine a conditional failure probability and thereafter improving the design
of the embankment. The tutorial gives an overview of D-Stability. Many detailed
aspects like moving a point or defining constraints to a slip plane are not addressed.
The software ought to be sufficiently intuitive to discover the use without having each
field explained.
Note: This example is for instruction purposes only. It is not a guide to perform a
complete calculation.

3.1

Creating a new file: Project description
A new project can be started by opening an existing file, or starting a new file. For this
example, a new project is started from scratch by pressing the "new project" button.

Figure 12 Opening screen

The user can enter the project information to describe the current project.
Note: this information will also appear on the stamp when the canvas is later copied
to the clipboard.
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Figure 13 Project information

A logical way to build up a schematization is to work from left to right, both in the file
menu and through the construction stages.

3.2

The surface line
The user can choose to import a .sti file from the old D-Geo Stability version 18.1.
D-Stability formally only supports the .sti import of version 18.1. Older versions can
possibly be imported as well, but it is strongly advised to save the .sti file in D-Geo
Stability 18.1 before importing it into D-Stability.
For this tutorial, a surface line is imported. A surface line is described in a text file in
ASCII format and can be edited in, for example, Notepad. The file may have any file
extension. The content of the file must contain two columns with coordinates. The
content must adhere to the following specifications:

•

the decimal separator must a "," (comma) or a "." (period);

•

the list separator must be a "semicolon", "colon" or a "tab";

•

the numbers must be in ascending or descending order.

The beginning of the imported surface line is shown (in Notepad) in the following
figure.
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Figure 14 Surface line data

Note: Pleae note that a geometry with a large number of nodes may slow down the
user interface as the yield administration is computationally expensive. It is advised to
keep the number of imported surface line nodes to a minimum. If the software slows
down, remove unnecessary nodes from the surface line.
A box is automatically drawn underneath the surface line after import to make a shape
out of the line.
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Figure 15 Imported surface line

Note: a valid surface line can always be imported on an empty canvas. It is also
possible to import a surface line on a non-empty canvas. The software will assume it is
a berm and try to place it on top of the existing geometry instead of boxing it. If this is
possible, the imported line will appear on the canvas. If importing is not possible
because, for example, the new line intersects the current geometry or it lays besides
the geometry, an error will appear in the log. This log is shown at the left bottom or
under the file menu.
D-Stability has no pre-defined boundaries under which an analysis can be made. A
slip circle analysis can only be made underneath the surface line. The surface line
must adhere to certain specifications. D-Stability communicates to the user which part
of the geometry is considered to be the surface line by giving that surface a purple
glow. The following figure shows a proper surface line on top.
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Figure 16 Surface line fully valid

If point "a" (around x=50) is moved underneath the point at its left, the following
situation will appear.

Figure 17 Half valid

The surface line is only valid up to the third point of the surface line. The purple glow
stops after this point. No slip circle analysis can be made to the right of this point,
unless the surface line is corrected.
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3.3

Setting up the geometry
After importing the surface line, the user can make the subsoil schematization using
the "divide by line" or "draw shape" option. divide by line" splits an existing layer into
two separate layers, so its begin and end point need to lay on an existing line. This
function is activated once a layer is selected. "Draw shape" creates a new
independent shape which can interfere with the existing layers, but does not have to.
Be aware that drawing a shape through an existing layer replaces the lines of that
layer (and thus may split the layer). This option is always activated, unless berms or
excavations are active.
Different layers can be merged into one if they are adjacent to one another. If both
layers are selected, the "Merge layers" button becomes active and the layers will be
merged. Multiple select can be accomplished by pressing the "Ctrl" button while
clicking on the different layers, or by using rectangular select by dragging the mouse
while the primary button is pressed.
Note that divide by line is not possible if a layer has an inner layer.

Figure 18 Constructed subsoil schematization using divide by line and draw shape

After the schematization is complete, the user can go to the material tab to assign
material properties. By selecting a layer, the button "Apply material" becomes active.
For each layer in the profile, a different material can be selected. The same material
can also be chosen for multiple layers.
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Figure 19 Assigning a material to a layer

If all layers contain materials, the profile inspector can be turned on for the first time. it
will plot the stresses as a function of depth.
Note: The profile inspector will only work if all layers have materials properties
assigned. If it profile inspector does not work, there are possibly previous stages
without assigned materials.
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Figure 20 Using the profile inspector

3.4

Berms and excavations
One can always draw freely using "draw shape". It is possible to draw berms or
excavations with the "draw shape" option. To further facilitate construction stages,
though, berms and excavations can be drawn explicitly. Berms and excavations are
shapes that must start and end on the surface line.
As drawing a free shape can effect the surface line, it is no longer possible to draw
freely using "draw shape" if one chooses to draw a berm or excavation. For the same
reason, berms and excavations cannot be on the same location. An advantage of
using an excavation is that the underlying geometry is kept. moving the excavation will
not effect existing points in the current geometry.
When creating a new stage, the berms and excavations are made permanent in the
new stage.

3.5

Zooming
The user has a range of options to scale the geometry for zoom control:
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•

zooming x and z by scrolling the mouse wheel on the canvas;

•

zooming x or z by scrolling the mouse wheel on either the x or y axis;

•

zomming x and z by clicking the "+" or "-" at the bottom right of the screen;

•

having the same scale for x and z by double clicking the "+" at the left side of the
x axis (top of the z axis).
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The user can also use the zoom control at the bottom of the screen to zoom in or out.
The value besides the zoom control informs the user on the width of the canvas. The
two buttons besides the value allow the user to zoom to the extends in z and x
direction.
The "mm", ’cm", "dm" and "m" buttons besides te zoom control dictate the clicking
accuracy on the canvas. When choosing, for example "dm", all mouse clicks will be
rounded of to the nearest decimetre. Note that a deviation can be caused if snapping
to a nearby line occurs.

Figure 21 Scaling the geometry to fit the canvas by clicking the two buttons at the right bottom
of the screen
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Figure 22 Same scale for x and z by clicking on the "+" where the axis intersect

3.6

The drawing aid
The drawing aid is visible while drawing.
While drawing a shape along the surface line, one may have to click many points to
draw two adjacent layers. The drawing aid is a tool that, when switched on, will always
draw a poly line along the shortest route of existing points. It can be used to draw an
excavation as shown in the following two figures.
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Figure 23 Drawing aid

Figure 24 Drawing an excavation

Note: If you don’t want to draw a poly line trough existing points, for example because
one wants to take a shortcut through the material, the drawing aid must be switched
off. One can do so while drawing.
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3.7

Defining the water pressures
Water pressures can be defined in the "Water" tab.
Water pressures are defined by head lines and reference lines. The head line
represents a water pressure. The reference line represents the location in the
geometry where this pressure is acting.
Between de reference lines, the software uses linear interpolation in z direction. Water
pressures over depth can be viewed with the profile inspector. Angles in these water
pressures can only take place at the location of a reference line.
The firstly drawn headline is considered to be phreatic. The water will act as open
water and exert pressure perpendicular to the surface. Another line can be assigned
as phreatic by the user by selecting the headline and pressing the "Mark as phreatic
line" button on the ribbon. In the figure below, the first headline and therefore the
phreatic line is drawn.

Figure 25 Completed head line

Note: the drawing aid is standard turned on while drawing a reference line as these
lines usually lie on the edge of a layer boundary.
Turning on the profile inspector shows the newly defined water pressures in the
geometry, along with the total and effective stresses.
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Figure 26 Inspecting water pressures with profile inspector

3.8

Defining the state
The state parameters like the yield stress, OCR or POP can be defined in the "State"
tab.
State administration is kept for the SHANSEP method. This strength representation
needs to know the yield stress at each point in the geometry. Later on in this manual,
building stages are presented to further aid this administration. This section shows
how to define the state in a current stage.
Two methods are available to define the state: inside a layer and along a state line.
This section first explains the method inside a layer and thereafter on a state line.
When defining the state in a layer, the user first needs to select the layer.
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Figure 27 Defining state point in layer

Thereafter, a state point can be put on any point within the layer.

Figure 28 State pint in layer

After placing the point, the user has three options:
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•

Enter the POP at that point. The POP will be constant in that layer.

•

Entering a Yield stress at that point. That stress will be translated to the POP in
that point and the POP will be constant in that layer.

•

Entering an OCR at that point. The OCR will be translated to a POP. This
constant POP will be assigned to the entire layer.

A state point will always lead to a constant POP in a layer. This POP can later on be
overridden due to higher yield stresses in previous stages. The sequential order of the
stages (from left to right) is important, and will be elaborated in section 3.8.

Figure 29 State point parameters

Alternatively, state can be defined along a reference line, a so called "state line". State
lines can be defined along a layer boundary with the help of the drawing aid.
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Figure 30 State line

After drawing a state line, this line can be selected and a state point can be placed on
top of the state line.

Figure 31 State point on state line

When multiple points are placed upon a state line, the software uses linear
interpolation to determine the state between the state points on the line. To the sides,
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the value is kept constant along the state line. No extrapolation will be used.
When using multiple state lines, the state is first interpolated along the line. Thereafter,
linear interpolation is used in z direction between te lines. Again, no extrapolation is
used above the top or below the bottom line. There, the value is kept constant.
Note: When defining the state inside a layer, the inner value is assigned while zero is
assigned outside the layer so the state does not "radiate" into other layers. When
combining state in layers with state on lines, the user needs to make sure the software
does not accidentally interpolate to the zero outside a layer. Always use the stress
inspector thoroughly while defining the state. It is a good option to define state in
layers and on lines over two different construction stages.
More information about the interpolation of the state can be found in the scientific
background information in section 7.2.3.

Figure 32 State inspector
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Figure 33 State inspector II

3.9

Construction stages
The construction stages are defined by the tabs at the bottom of the window. These
stages represent sequential moments in time. The first stage is the one at the left,
which is followed by the one on its right side.
The order of the stages are important for the yield stress administration. All stages to
the left of one stage (the history) are taken into account to determine the yield stress
in that stage. Stages to the right (the future) are not taken into account for the
SHANSEP yield stresss administration.
A user may calculate the safety in every construction stage.
Note: Stages can be dragged and dropped to change the order.
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Figure 34 Construction stages

When defining a new stage, the geometry is copied from the original. Berms and
excavations are made permanent. Aspects that might affect the state like water
pressures and loads are not copied to the new stage and need to be redefined or
imported.
In the next figure, high water pressures are defined in the second construction stage.
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Figure 35 Defining water in high water stage

High water pressures are also defined in the bottom aquifer layer.

Figure 36 High water pressure in aquifer

The high water pressure is assigned to the top of the aquifer layer.
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Figure 37 Assigning hydrostatic pressures to reference line

Figure 38 Assigning high water pressures to aquifer

The influence of assigning the water pressures on the stresses can be seen if the
profile inspector is turned on. the inspector can be dragged over the geometry by
moving the black line at the origin of the inspector. Alternatively, a specific location for
the profile inspector can also be given at the properties of the profile inspector.
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Figure 39 Inspecting the high water pressures and resulting POP

3.10

Loads
in the "loads" tab, the user can define a uniform-, line-, tree- or earthquake load. More
information on these loads can be found in chapter 5 of the scientific background
document.

Figure 40 Defining uniform load
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Consolidation percentages of the load upon the underlying layers can be entered on
the right of the canvas. Load stresses and excess pore pressures due to the load can
be inspected using profile inspector.

Figure 41 Inspecting uniform load

3.11

Running the calculation
D-Stability has three Limit Equilibrium Methods implemented: Bishop, Uplift-Van and
Spencer. Chapter 9 describes the implementation of these methods. They can be
used with an optimization routine or as a single calculation. In each stage, you can
switch the calculation method. First, in the "calculate" tab, Bishop Brute Force is
selected.
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Figure 42 Selecting calculation method

The centre points and tangent lines of the slip circle need to be defined. The "move
grid" option is standard turned on in case the optimum lies on the edge of the search
space.

Figure 43 Defining search area

Note: The automated search algorithms only follow computational routines.
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Searching for the lowest safety factor is an interaction between user and software.
Never rely on the first search of the software. Moving the initial location of the search
grid or swarm scope may result in different answers. It is the responsibility of the user
to find the representative slip circle. The implemented search algorithms are only an
aid.
Pressing the "Calculate" button on the ribbon causes the analysis to run. The program
jumps automatically to the "Results" tab.

3.12

Results
The calculation overview shows the normative slip circle. Information about the safety
factor and the slip plane can be found on the right side.

Figure 44 Resulting slip plane

More details about the slip plane, forces and slices can be found using the "slip plane
inspector". The top half of the button turns the view on and off, the bottom half of the
button selects which parameters is plotted on the bottom of the circle.
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3.13

Using stages for further analysis
In the rest of this tutorial, new building stages are defined for probabilistic analysis and
for reinforcement. A new building stage is defined for a Spencer analysis.

Figure 45 New building stage for other Limit Equilibrium Method

As stated before, no water pressures are directly copied from a previous stage as they
might change in time. However, in the water tab, one can import water pressures from
another building phase.
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Figure 46 Import water pressures from another stage

The user has the freedom to select any other Limit Equilibrium Method in this building
stage.

Figure 47 Choose another LEM

The Spencer search area can be defined as follows.
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Figure 48 Define Spencer search area

Pressing the calculate button results in the following result. Note that the slip plane is
constrained by the right side of the upper boundary.

Figure 49 Spencer result

Pay attention to the dotted line in the Spencer slip plane. This is the thrust line and
one of the results of the calculation. Un unrealistic slip plane causes an unrealistic
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thrust line and should therefore be discarded.
The yellow shading in the geometry represents the area in between the search
boundaries. If the slip plane hits a boundary, it is advised to increase the search area.
If the search area is too large, on the other hand, this can result in a lack of precession.
Inspecting the mobilized shear strength on the slip plane gives the following figure.

Figure 50 Slip plane inspector

3.14

Probabilistic analysis: design values
A new stage is added to make the analysis with design values.
The next step is to calculate the failure probability of during the high water situation. A
fully probabilistic calculation is too time consuming to combine with an optimization
method. First, a calculation with design values is made to find the representative slip
plane, then, the conditional failure probability of this slip plane is calculated.
A new stage is added to make the analysis with design values. After this a new stage
is added for the probabilistic calculation as well. In the probabilistic stage the
representative slip plane from the design calculation is imported.
Note: D-Stability calculates the conditional failure probability, given an outside water
level. To construct a fragility curve, one needs to repeat this process for several
outside water levels. This fragility curve can be combined with the probability density
function of the water distribution in order to calculate the failure probability of the cross
section. This integration can, for example, be done with the probabilistic toolkit.
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Figure 51 Design values

If the design values differ from the deterministic values, the optimization procedure
needs to take place again as a different slip plane might be representative. In this
tutorial, we will use the same values for the design calculation, therefore we can use
the resulting circle from stage 2, high water, directly.
A single calculation for Bishop - Fixed point radius is chosen as calculation method.
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Figure 52 Making a single Bishop calculation

And the slip plane from stage 2, high water, is imported in the "Calculate" tab.

Figure 53 Import slip circle from another phase

All materials that are to be considered as stochastic, need to be marked as such and
the mean and standard deviation need to be entered. This can be done in the
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"Materials" tab by selecting a layer and activating the "Probabilistic variables" of that
layer. This needs to be repeated for all materials that are defined as stochastic.
Note: Note that only a log normal distribution can be used in D-Stability to define the
distribution of the parameters. This is the most common type of distribution for
geotechnical parameters. This is to prevent parameter values to become smaller than
zero.
If the parameters within a material are correlated, the "r" to the right of the parameters
connecting them can be selected. If it is blue, the correlation is active and the two
material properties will be fully correlated. If it is grey, the parameters are not
correlated. More information about the correlation of parameters can be found in
section 15.1.2.
Note: Only full correlation is possible. Partial or inverse correlation is not supported.
You can also correlate entire materials and state points. When selecting multiple
materials or state points in the ribbon, one can press the "material correlation" or
"state correlation" button to fully correlate the parameters. The user interface shows
this correlation by drawing a line between the materials or state points.

Figure 54 Defining probabilistic material properties and correlation

Note: More Probabilistic parameters increases the calculation time.
In the calculation tab under settings, one can choose to calculate with the
deterministic-, mean-, design- or probabilistic values. The latter one can only be
selected when using a single calculation method.
For this example, the design values are calculated to see if they give the same result
as the deterministic values.
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Figure 55 Choosing a design calculation

The slip circle can be inspected after a calculation with design values. This option will
not be available after a probabilistic calculation. This option will be deactivated in all
stages once a probabilistic calculation has been made. Rerunning the design value
calculation enables the option again.
If you want to inspect the stresses after a probabilistic calculation, you need to do so in
corresponding previous deterministic stage.
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Figure 56 Results with design values

3.15

Correlation of state points
In the state tab, state points can be correlated, just like material properties. One can
do so in the "State" tab. By selecting two state points, the "State correlation" button
becomes active in the ribbon.

Figure 57 Correlation of state points
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When correlating state points on lines like in the figure above, the bottom of one point
is correlated to the top of the point below. If two points are correlated, this is indicated
by a dotted line between the points just like with the material correlation.
If the top of a state point is to be correlated to its own bottom state, this can be
indicated with the "r" on the right side connecting the parameters. In the example
above, this would mean that the top of the top point is also fully correlated with the
state point below.
If all state points are to be fully correlated (top and bottom) it is also possible to use the
"fully correlated" switch at the bottom of the inspector area.
A point in a layer can also be correlated to state points on lines. In that case, there will
always be full correlation as you cannot speak of "top" and "bottom" any more with a
point inside a layer.
If correlation is not possible the grey "r" is dashed and clicking on it will not have any
effect.
Note: Check the influence factors (alpha) in the probabilistic results inspector on the
right of the screen after the calculation is run. This is the best way to check whether
the correlation is as desired. Correlated parameters will give the same influence
factors.

3.16

Probabilistic analysis: FORM analysis
The FORM analysis is performed next. In the Calculate tab, by selecting Settings in
the ribbon, the probabilistic analysis is chosen. This option is only activated once
stochastic variables for (at least one) material(s) are defined. Note the extra
parameter: the model factor. This factor takes the uncertainty of the model into
account. If the model is exact, it can be taken account as a deterministic value of 1
with no standard deviation.
Note: More information about the FORM routine can be found in chapter 15 in the
Reliability part of this manual.
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Figure 58 Fully probabilistic calculation

Running the probabilistic calculation gives the following result.

Figure 59 Probabilistic result

In this case, the convergence has succeeded. This is not guaranteed. If the safety
factor is such that the Z function (Fs-1=0) cannot be reached, the user will be informed
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that there is no convergence. This can be caused by a starting point too far from 1 or
too little variance in the stochastic parameters.
Note: In the Z function mentioned above, the "1" is related to the model factor. The
deviation on the model factor has direct influence on the Z function and thereby much
influence.
At this time, one point on a fragility curve is derived. This can be extended to a full
fragility curve by repeating these steps for other outside water levels. For this tutorial,
this embankment will be strengthened instead of further constructing the fragility curve.

3.17

Berms and excavations
A new calculation stage is defined to design a berm. Water pressures are imported
and the traffic load is defined. Next, the berm is drawn upon the geometry using the
"draw berm" tool. A berm and excavation must start and finish on the surface line.

Figure 60 Creating a berm

Note: One can draw a shape or a berm in a construction phase. Combining both in
one phase is impossible. This is shown in the software by deactivating the other
button.
After drawing the berm, an excavation is drawn to represent a new ditch.
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Figure 61 Filling up the ditch and drawing a new excavation

Materials are assigned to the newly drawn berms.

Figure 62 Assigning material to berm

Note that you cannot use the profile inspector until materials are assigned to the berm.
The inspector shows the initial state (POP) besides the berm. The next figures show
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that the yield stress remains virtually constant, but the POP disappears because the
effective stress increases underneath the embankment.

Figure 63 Inspecting POP besides the berm

Figure 64 Inspecting POP underneath the berm

Underneath the ditch, the effective stress decreases and therefore the POP increases.
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Figure 65 Inspecting the yield stress in the ditch

The safety factor of this new geometry is calculated using Uplift-Van with Particle
Swarm optimization in the "Calculate" tab. The active and passive search area needs
to be defined, just like the tangent scope.

Figure 66 Making an Uplift-Van analysis
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Figure 67 Defining the Uplift-Van search area

Note: This algorithm will search outside the initial search area, but most precession is
reached within the initial search scope. A large search area also means a decrease in
precession. When in doubt, the user can choose for a "thorough" search and/or move
the search area.
The length of the berm is increased even further to increase the safety factor of the
embankment. For this calumniation, a new state is created.
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Figure 68 Increasing the berm length

After the particle swarm has found the optimal slip plane, this plane is imported to yet
another stage such that a probabilistic calculation can be run. The run results in a
lower failure probability.

Figure 69 Determining the final conditional probability of failure

Note: A console is installed besides the D-Stability executable. This way, you can run
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D-Stability from the command line. This can be useful if you don’t want to wait for the
user interface to give results or if you are using external software to run D-Stability
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Scientific Manual

4

Soil profile

4.1

Coordinate system
The horizontal axis is defined as the X-axis. The vertical axis is defined to be the
Z-direction. Upward is positive and downward negative. Perpendicular to the cross
section is the Y direction.

Figure 70 Co-ordinate system

4.2

Soil profile definition
A soil profile is a vertical cross section of the subsoil. The soil profile defines the soil
properties in the subsoil at any location.
A soil profile is defined in two dimensions. The soil profile is assumed to continue
infinitely in the direction perpendicular to the cross section.
The soil profile consists of
Points

The locations (x, z ), which are used in subsequent definitions;

Curves

Straight connections between two points;

Surface line

The line determining the surface level of the subsoil, consists of a sequence
of points. The surface line is drawn purple as a guide. The surface line
should progress always, so each point has an X-coordinate greater than or
equal to its previous point;

Boundaries

The left and right side of the surface line (purple) for the edges of the possible
analysis;

Phreatic line

Line from left to right boundary, which marks the border between dry and wet
soil. Consists of a sequence of points. If no phreatic line is entered, then all
soil is assumed to be dry;

Soil layers

Polygons defining a certain area in the soil profile. Polygons are defined by
a closed set of curves, which are connected head by tail. Within a soil layer,
the same soil or hydrological properties are valid.Exception: if the phreatic
line intersects with the soil layer, the part above the phreatic line may have
different properties than the part below the phreatic line;

The following restrictions apply to a soil profile
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The following figure shows a soil profile. This soil profile has nine soil layers. Some
layers have the same soil properties.

Figure 71 Soil profile

4.3

Vertexes
A vertex is a point in the geometry that does not lie exactly in between two other points
on a line. Such a vertex point causes changes in the data values in the profile that
makes it impossible to linearly interpolate. All bending points in Figure 71 are vertex
points.
The pre-processor of the kernel determines the stresses in the all vertex points before
an optimization routine in order to speed up the optimization. This causes an
individual calculation to last a little longer, but speeds op the optimization.
The stress inspector also uses the pre-processor to draw the stresses over depth. The
inspector possibly does not draw a point correctly if there is a jump in stresses
elsewhere then in a vertex point. The kernel itself will always determine these values
correctly.

4.4

Soil and water pressure
Based on the soil profile, we can derive the following pressures due to the soil weight
and phreatic line.
The soil weight at any given depth z is given by

σsoil (x, z) =

X

(γdry × hdry + γwet × hwet )

(4.1)

layers i

The pressure due to the free water is given by

σwater (x) = (zph − zsurf ) × γwater ≥ 0
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(4.2)

The hydrostatic pore pressure, which is the pressure due to water within the subsoil
uhydro is

uhyd (x, z) = (zphr in soil − z) × γwater ≥ 0
where

zphr
zsurf
zphr in soil
hdry
hwet
γdry
γwet
γwater
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is the level of the phreatic line at x;
is the level of the surface line at x;
is the minimum of zphr and zsurf at x;
is the thickness of layer i above zphr and above z at x;
is the thickness of layer i below zphr and above z at x;
is the dry unit weight of layer i , in kN/m3 ;
is the wet unit weight of layer i, in kN/m3 ;
is the water unit weight, in kN/m3 (default 9.81 kN/m3 );
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(4.3)

5

Pore pressure
Objective: To calculate pore pressures on any given location.

5.1

Hydraulic pore pressure
The hydraulic pore pressure uPL is the pore pressure due to the presence of water in
the subsoil. The hydraulic pore pressure depends on the position of the phreatic line
and the hydraulic head at various locations.
D-Stability has two ways of defining the hydraulic head.

5.1.1

Hydraulic heads by lines
The head lines represent the piezometric level ϕ at the location of linked reference
lines. A reference line is a geometrical line on which the defined piezometric level
applies.

Figure 72 Calculation of the hydraulic pore pressures (from piezometric level lines)

Note: Contrary to what the above figure presumes, the reference line(s) do not have
to (but may) follow the layer boundaries and to be horizontal. A reference line can be
defined anywhere in the soil profile.
The following input is required:
Head line(s),

The X- and Z-coordinates of the points belonging to the head
line(s) line must be defined. the first head line is phreatic, this
can later be changed

Reference line(s)

The X- and Z-coordinates of the points belonging to the reference line(s) must be defined. The head line associated to
each reference line needs also to be defined.

The unit weight water is by default set to 9.81 kN/m3 .
By using several reference lines, the piezometric level can be defined at any location.
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Between reference lines, the piezometric level will be derived by linear interpolation.
The piezometric level is derived as follows:

ϕ (x, z) =

zabove − z
z − zbelow
× ϕabove +
× ϕbelow
zabove − zbelow
zabove − zbelow

(5.1)

where

zabove
zbelow

is the level of the nearest reference line at x above (x, z );
is the level of the nearest reference line at x below (x, z );

The following special reference lines are always applied

•

The phreatic line is a reference line and head line in one;

•

The surface line is a reference line and has the phreatic line as its head line.
Therefore the head in the free water will always be the phreatic level. Any
reference lines in the free water are ignored.

The pore water pressure in a point due to piezometric levels is:

(
uPL (z) =

z < zphreatic (ϕ (z) − z) × γwater ≥ 0
z ≥ zphreatic 0

(5.2)

where

zphreatic is the level of the phreatic line in m;
ϕ (z) is the hydraulic head at depth z derived from the reference lines (see Equation (5.1)) in m;

γwater

5.2

is the unit weight of water in kN/m3 .

Pore pressure due to degree of consolidation
0
The effective weight σweight
of a layer i is equal to
0
σi,weight
(x, z) = γdry × hdry + (γwet − γwater ) × hwet

where

hdry
hwet
γdry
γwet
γwater
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is the thickness of layer i above zphreatic and above z at x in m;
is the thickness of layer i below zphreatic and above z at x in m;
is the unsaturated (i.e. dry) unit weight of layer i, in kN/m3 ;
is the saturated (i.e. wet) unit weight of layer i, in kN/m3 ;
is the volumetric weight of the water, in kN/m3 .
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(5.3)

The degree of consolidation determines which part of the overburden of an overlying
soil layer is carried by effective stress, and which part by (excess) pore pressure. This
degree ranges between 0% and 100%.
The pore pressure induced by the degree of consolidation Ui,z in layer z by addition of
layer i is:

(
uDOC (x, z) =

Pk
0
z < zphreatic
layers i σi,weight ×
z ≥ zphreatic 0

100−Ui,z
100

(5.4)

where

k
is the number of layers;
0
0
σi,weight is the effective weight of layer i at (x, z ), see Equation (5.3) (note that σweight
will be 0 for layers below the layer of (x, z ))
Ui,z
is the provided relative degree of consolidation in layer z (the layer in which
(x, z ) is located) due to layer i, in %.
Examples of excess pore pressures by soil self-weight
Table 3 shows an example of a three layered soil structure, where there are different
degrees of consolidation.
Table 3 Different degrees of consolidation in different layers

Layer i
(top to
tom)

Degree of
consolidation
in layer i ...

... by addition
of layer j

Effective
stress
[%]

Pore
pressures
[%]

1

100

1

100

0

2

70

1

70

30

100

2

100

0

60

1

60

40

90

2

90

10

100

3

100

0

3

bot-

The effective stress in a point in layer 3 is equal to 60% of the effective weight of layer
1, plus 90% of the effective weight of layer 2, plus 100% of the effective weight of the
part of layer 3 above the point.
The excess pore pressure at the same spot is equal to (100% - 60%) = 40% of the
effective weight of layer 1 plus (100% - 90%) = 10% of the effective weight of layer 2
plus (100% - 100%) = 0% of the effective weight of the part of layer 3 above the bottom
of the slice. This example assumes that the phreatic line is located above layer 2.
By defining the degree of consolidation for the load of each layer above the actual
layer, and for the weight of the actual layer itself, it is possible to simulate different
stages of a construction process. If, for example, one extra layer is placed on the
surface as a new load, the early stages of construction can be calculated by assigning
a low degree of consolidation in underlying layers with low permeability due to the
weight of the new layer.
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For points above the phreatic line, it is possible to choose whether pore (excess/under)
pressures are to be used to affect the effective stress.

5.3

Pore pressure from loads
The extra pore pressure due to loads is:

(
uload (x, z) =

z < zphreatic



1−

Uload,z
100



× σload

(5.5)

z ≥ zphreatic 0

where:

5.4

Uload,z

is the given degree of consolation to the layer in which (x, z ) is located
due to the load (100 in case of permanent loads);

σload

is the increase of the total stress at location (x, z) due to the load, see
Equation (9.6) and Equation (9.9)

Pore pressure due to earthquake
Earthquake forces will generate excess pore pressures in soil layers that do not reach
fully drained. The excess pore pressures are determined by taking into account the
degree of consolidation per layer. This degree of consolidation ensures that part of the
vertical acceleration results in an increase in effective stress. The other part results in
excess pore pressure. The earthquake pore pressure includes the change in
hydrostatic pressure due to vertical quake component. The excess pore pressure
uquake generated by the earthquake is:

(
uquake (x, z) =


z < zphreatic σquake;water + σquake;soil × 1 −

Uquake,z
100



z ≥ zphreatic 0
(5.6)

where:

σquake;water is the earthquake water pressure (see Equation (9.11));
σquake;soil is the earthquake soil pressure (see Equation (9.10));
Uquake,z
is the given degree of consolidation of the layer in which (x,z ) is located
(0 ≤ Uquake,j ≤ 100%);

5.5

Total pore pressure and effective stress
The excess pore pressure uexcess is the pore pressure which excesses the hydraulic
pore pressure uPL . The excess pore pressure is obtained by adding the following
contributions:

uexcess = uDOC +

X

uload + uquake

(5.7)

loads

The excess pore pressure due to to the wind loading of trees is zero, because trees
are supposed to be non temporary.
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The total pore pressure u is the sum of the hydraulic pore pressure and the excess
pore pressure

u = uPL + uexcess

(5.8)

where

uPL
uDOC

is the pore pressure derived from the PL-lines, see Equation (5.2) ;

uload

is the extra pore pressure from temporary distributed loads, see Equation (5.5);

uquake

is the extra pore pressure due to vertical quake, see Equation (5.6).

is the pore (excess/under) pressure derived from the degree of consolidation, see Equation (5.4);

The pore pressure derived from the PL-lines represents (uPL ) the situation without any
loads being applied, while the extra pore pressures due to the consolidation process
(uDOC ) and temporary loads (uload ) are the result of the extra loading of soils with a
low permeability.
The total stress σ (x, z) is:

σ (x, z) = σsoil +

X

σtree +

trees

X

σload + σquake;soil + σwater ≥ 0

(5.9)

loads

where

σsoil
σtree
σwater

is the stress due to soil weight (see Equation (4.1)) ;

σload

is the increase of the total stress at depth z due to a load, see Equation (9.6) for line loads and Equation (9.9) for uniform loads.

σquake;soil

is the increase of the total stress at depth z due to an earthquake, see
Equation (9.10).

is the stress due to a tree (see Equation (9.16));
is the stress due free water above the soil surface (see Equation (4.2))
;

D-Stability determines the vertical effective stress σv0 at (x, z ), using:

σv0 (x, z) = σ − u ≥ 0

(5.10)

where u is the total pore pressure (see Equation (5.8)) and σ is the total stress (see
Equation (5.9)).
Since the effective stress is truncated at zero, the vanished stress is added to the
calculation pore pressure ucalc as follows:

(
ucalc =
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(5.11)

6

Shear strength models
Objective: To calculate the shear strength τ at any given point in the soil profile and
valid for a given angle of the slip plane.
Given:

•

•

6.1

The shear strength model to be applied at the given point. Usually the shear
strength model is defined per soil in the soil profile.
The effective stress σ 0 at the given point

MohrCoulomb model with dilatancy (drained)
D-Stability will determine the shear stress at a given location using the following
equation:

τ =c×

cos ψ × cos ϕ
cos ψ × sin ϕ
+ σn0 ×
1 − sin ψ × sin ϕ
1 − sin ψ × sin ϕ

(6.1)

where:

c
ϕ
ψ
σn0

is the cohesion at the given location, in kN/m2 ;
is the friction angle at the given location, in degree ;
is the dilatancy at the given location, in degree (default 0, 0 <= ψ <= 90);
is the normal effective stress at the given location, in kN/m2 . The normal
effective stress is determined within the limit equilibrium methods, see chapter 7.

Assuming ϕ = ψ is the so called associative behaviour. When using ϕ = ψ , the
shear strength is τ = c + σn0 × tan ϕ. This is the well-known Mohr-Coulomb
definition of the failure line.
Assuming ϕ 6= ψ is the so called non-associative behaviour.
When using ψ = 0, the shear strength is τ = c × cos ϕ + σ 0 × sin ϕ.

6.1.1

Shear strength cut-off
In the formula for the calculation of the shear stresses (τ ), a problem arises for large
negative values of the angle α. For these negative values, a large value for ϕ will be
calculated, but this is unrealistic. To prevent this from happening, the value for τ is
restricted to ϕ/2 - 45◦ (”afsnuiten”). This means that α never obtains a value less than
ϕ/2 - 45◦ for the calculation of a value for τ .

6.2

SHANSEP (undrained)
The Shansep formulation of undrained shear strength uses two material parameters
(S and m) and one state parameter (σy0 ).
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6.2.1

Yield stress
The effective vertical stress takes the history of the soil into account. We assume that
the soil retains the maximum experienced effective stress (also called yield stress) σy0
per location in the subsoil. The relation between the yield stress and the effective
stress (see Equation (5.9)) is defined by the POP (the pre-overburden pressure)
parameter:

σy0 = σv0 + POP

(6.2)

or by the OCR (over consolidation ratio) parameter:

σy0 = σv0 × OCR

(6.3)

where

σy0
σv0

is the vertical yield stress in kN/m2 ;
is the vertical effective stress (see Equation (5.10)) in kN/m2

POP

is the provided pre-overburden pressure (this parameter is usually used to
take into effect the effect of a preconsolidation in kN/m2 ;

OCR

is the provided over consolidation ratio (this parameter is usually used to
take into account the effect of aging); [-]

It is indicated whether the POP or OCR is to be used.

6.2.2

Calculating the undrained shear stress
The kernel will calculate the shear stress along the slip plane from the ratio S between
the undrained shear strength and the yield stress, according to the following equation:

(
τ = su =

σv0 > 0 σv0 × S ×

 0 m
σy
σv0

σv0 = 0 0

(6.4)

where
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is the provided ratio between the undrained shear strength su and the yield
stress [-];

m
σv0
σy0

is strength increase exponent [-];
is the effective stress [kN/m2 ] (see Equation (5.10));
is the maximum experienced vertical yield stress [kN/m2 ] (see Equation (6.2) or Equation (6.3));
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6.2.3

Yield stress field
Yield stresses, nor POP or OCR values, are not given at each location in the soil
profile, but in a limited set of points in layers or along reference lines. This section
describes how the yield stresses from these set of points are used to calculate the
yield stress at any given location (x, z ).
In order to do so, a number of stress points are defined. In Figure 73, there is one
layer with four stress points.
Each stress point contains a value p for either POP, OCR, σy0 or su . All stress points
(within a construction stage, see section 6.2.4) contain the same parameter type p.
This value can be converted to the yield stress using Equation (6.2), Equation (6.3) or
Equation (6.4).
The way yield stress values are interpolated between points is provided by yield stress
lines, similar to reference lines and head lines (see section 5.1.1). Each yield stress
line is contains a number of stress points, which define the value of a stress related
parameter p.

Figure 73 Yield stress points

Yield stress lines can be created along a reference line or around a layer. Values
along a reference line can be different above then below. When a state point is placed
inside a meterial, the inside values will be according to the entered yield value, the
outside values will be zero.
Note: Combining state points in a layer and state lines in one building phase can be
dangerous. The layer will have "zero" outside. Therefore, the state line will interpolate
linear to this zero value. State points and state lines better not be used in the same
building phase. Always check the results with the profile inspector.
When the value of a location between yield stress lines is requested, the value is
interpolated. First an interpolation is performed in x-direction, then in z -direction. The
interpolation is always linear, but the parameter which is regarded as linear is either
σy0 , POP, OCR or su . This linear parameter is provided. The yield stress or another
value p at location (x, z ) is interpolated as follows:

pinterpolated =
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(6.5)

where

p
A
B
p (A)
p (B)

is the provided linear parameter, one of POP, OCR, σy0 or su ;
is the nearest yield stress reference line below p;
is the nearest yield stress reference line above p;
is the parameter value at the line A;
is the parameter value at the line B ;

Using Equation (6.2), Equation (6.3) and Equation (6.4), the yield stress at any
location and depending on the interpolation parameter p will be


POP σv0 + POPinterpolated




 OCR σv0 × OCRinterpolated
0
σy (x, z) =
σy0 , interpolated
σy0



 m1


s
 s
σ 0 × u, interpolated
u

v

(6.6)

σv0 ×S

where

6.2.4

POPinterpolated

is the interpolated POP value, using Equation (6.5) and p = POP;

OCRinterpolated

is the interpolated OCR value, using Equation (6.5) and p = OCR;

σy0 , interpolated

is the interpolated OCR value, using Equation (6.5) and p = σy0 ;

su, interpolated

is the interpolated OCR value, using Equation (6.5) and p = su ;

Construction stages
Construction stages are primarily used to derive a proper yield stress field. Each
previous state is taken into account when determining the current yield stress.
The development of yield is due to past fluctuations of effective stress can be
described by building stages, where each stage has a soil profile, hydraulic
circumstances, state and external loads. For example, there can be two stages, the
first stage with daily circumstances and the second with the high water situation.
Another example is the simulation of a construction in several stages, where each
stage represents a construction phase and has an additional soil layer in the soil
profile.
Note: The previously known reference level defined the surface line without recent
embankments or excavations. This reference level is replaced by two stages, which
differ at the level of the reference line and is therefore no longer supported. This
reference line will not be imported when importing an old .sti file.
Since we assume that the yield stress is retained during stages, but can be increased
if a higher effective stress occurs in the current stage n, we can write

σy0 .stage n = max σy0 .stage n−1 ; σy0 ≥ σv0
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(6.7)

where

σy0 .stage n−1 is the yield stress of the previous stage using the same Equation (6.7)
or 0, if no previous stage is available [kN/m2 ];

σy0

is the yield stress derived from the yield stress field (see Equation (6.6))
[kN/m2 ];

σv0

is the effective stress (see Equation (5.10)) [kN/m2 ];

Using Equation (6.4), the shear strength in the last construction stage becomes

(
τ = su =

σy0 , last stage

6.3
6.3.1

σv0 > 0 σv0 × S ×

 σ0

y , last stage
σv0

m

σv0 = 0 0

(6.8)

is the yield stress of the last stage, see Equation (6.7) in [kN/m2 ];

Su table (undrained)
Introduction
Transitional soils (dilatant silty clays) or wet embankment material above the phreatic
line do not always behave conform a SHANSEP material. In this case, it is possible to
enter the relationship between the effective stress en the undrained shear strength
directly through a Su Table.
When using the Su Table shear strength model, D-Stability will determine the shear
strength at a the bottom of a slice using the provided Su table.
The Su table represents an undrained material model. When this table is used with its
default values (m=1), the strength of the material will not be effected by changing
effective stresses in the current construction phase. If the strength is influenced by
changing effective stresses, this can be realized with the parameter m, see section
6.3.3.
The SU table allows for a user defined relationship between the effective stress and
the undrained shear strength within a material/layer. The undrained shear strength is
based upon field- and/or lab tests and is turned into an average or design table
through a statistical analysis. This average- or design value represents the undrained
shear strength of the in-situ situation of the soil. An example is given in the next figure.
The bold line represents the average value, the bottom dashed line the design values
given a log-normal distribution.
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Figure 74 Average and design values of the undrained shear strength - effective stress relationship based upon statistical analysis of lab tests

Note: When effective stresses change in a construction phase, one cannot directly
read the new Su from the table. This table is valid at the bottom of the slices. Scaling
of the strength due to changing effective stresses happens through the SHANSEP
parameter ’m’, see section 6.3.3
Each table is defined as a list of Su-points where each point consists of an effective
stress value combined with its belonging undrained shear strength (Su ) value. Linear
interpolation takes place between the points.
Note that if the calculated effective stress for which the table is being interpolated
exceeds the maximum effective stress in the table, the Su value belonging to the last
Su-point is returned. If the first Su point in the table has an effective stress > 0,
D-Stability interpolates from the fist point to the origin.

6.3.2

Format of the table
The table can be pasted into D-Stability by clicking on the dots at the right above the
selected Su table (undained) shear strength model.
The format of the table can be copied to the clipboard using the GUI of D-Stability.
This empty table can be extended with the values the user has derived.
The SU table is described as plane text in ASCII format and can be edited in, for
example, Notepad. Copy/paste from Excel works in most cases, depending upon you
regional settings.
The data must contain two columns. The first column contains the effective stress, the
second column the undrained shear strength at that stress. The content must adhere
to the following specifications:
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•

the decimal separator must be a "," (comma) or a "." (period);

•

the list separator must be a ";" (semicolon), ":" (colon) or a "tab";

•

all numbers must be positive.

•

the numbers in the first column must be in ascending order.

If no strength is defined at zero effective stress, the point (0,0) is added to the table.
The strength remains constant to the right of the last point in the table.

6.3.3

Scaling over ’m’
The stress-strength relationship of an undrained material can depend upon its history.
The undrained shear strength under normal circumstances (initial stage) can be
scaled to the shear strength during a high water situation (current stage). Scaling
happens through the following formula:


Sucurrent = Sutable ×

0
σv;current
0
σv;max

1−m
(6.9)

where:

Sucurrentis the undrained shear strength at the current stage (high water situation)
in [kN/m2 ];

Sutable is the undrained shear strength under daily circumstances, as defined in
the Su table in [kN/m2 ];

0
σv;current
is the effective stress in the current stage [kN/m2 ];
0
σv;max
is the highest effective stress in the previous construction stages kN/m2 ];
m
is the strength increase exponent [-];

Note: if m=1, no scaling will take place and strength will remain as defined in the
previous phase with the highest effective stresses. In that case, the undrained strength
does not change as effective stresses change in current stage.
Note: if m=0, the scaling will be linear with changing effective stresses.

6.3.4

Graphical representation of the scaling over ’m’
This section walks through five construction stages to show how the undrained shear
strength is scaled through the stages and changing effective stresses. The following
stages are considered.
1 Stage 1: daily circumstances.
2 Stage 2: high water situation.
3 Stage 3: strengthening of the embankment.
4 Stage 4: no changes (consolidation period).
5 Stage 5: high water after strengthening.
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The strength is determined at the bottom of one given slice from ’m’ and the Su table
as follows.

Figure 75 Scaling over m along the five construction stages

The effects on the Su and thereby the safety factor are as follows.
1 Stage 1: Under the daily circumstances, all stress history effects are
incorporated in the SU table and therefore the SU will be used "as is" in the Su
Table. State points and state lines will be ignored if the Su Table material model
is used.
2 Stage 2: Decreasing effective stresses - for example due to high water - cause
scaling over ’m’. The safety factor decreases, but not as rapidly as the SU table
itself.
3 Stage 3: The strengthening of the embankment increases the strength by
scaling along the m line. The safety factor increases, but slower than the Su
table itself would imply. This is due to the fact that this step implies an undrained
loading step.
4 Stage 4: In this stage, a previous stage with higher effective stresses is available
0
(stage 3). This stage is now the reference (σv;max
from formula 6.9) in the SU
table where stage 1 was the reference until now. The safety factor between
stage 3 and stage 4 will increase. This is due to the fact that the model implies
you return to the Su Table after consolidation.
5 Stage 5: Decreasing effective stresses cause scaling over ’m’ again, but from a
higher reference point. The safety factor decreases, but will remain higher as in
stage 2 because the scaling is initiated from a higher point due to a higher
0
σv;max
in the past.
It is important to note that the safety factor increases between stages 3 and 4, even
0
though no changes are made. This is due to a higher σv;max
in stage 3 that become
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available in stage 4. The step from stage 3 to stage 5 can also be made directly, stage
4 is given in this example for illustration purposes.

6.3.5

SU tables in probabilistic analysis
Unlike all other parameters, a Su Table does not have a standard deviation but a
variation coefficient.
Other parameters have a "deterministic" value, a "mean" value and a standard
deviation to calculate the design value (5% lower bound). This way, the deterministic
value is known along with the mean and the design value. In calculation settings, the
user must choose in which mode the analysis is run.
As only one SU table is present with its variation coefficient, the D-Stability does not
know whether this table is a design- or an average table. D-Stability uses the SU table
as follows in the available calculation settings:

•

Deterministic: the table is used "as is."

•

Average: the table will be used "as is." It is assumed that the table contains
average values.

•

Design: the table is assumed to contain average values. Therefore, the table is
scaled to the lower 5th percentile using a log normal distribution and the
variation coefficient.

•

Probabilistic: the table is assumed to contain average values. Realizations will
be drawn using the available variation coefficient, assuming a log normal
distribution around this average table.

Please note that the user can use a design table in deterministic mode, but when
switching to another mode, this table must contain average values.

6.4

Calculation shear strength
The formulation of the shear strength in the previous paragraphs can be written as

τ = ccalc + σn0 × tan ϕcalc

(6.10)

where

τ
σn0
ccalc

is the shear strength;

ϕcalc

is an adapted friction angle strength, in such a way that all previous shear
strength models are true;

is the normal effective stress, see Equation (5.10);
is an adapted soil strength, in such a way that all previous shear strength
models are true;

Depending on the shear strength model, the calculation strength ccalc is
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(
ccalc =

cos ψ×cos ϕ
c × 1−sin
ψ×sin ϕ
Undrained shear strength su, max , see Equation (6.8)

C-Phi mode

(6.11)

and the calculation friction angle ϕcalc is

(
ϕcalc =
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(6.12)

7

Limit equilibrium methods

7.1

Safety factor
The equilibrium methods all consider a provided slip plane. A slip plane is a route
through the soil profile, for which the safety factor will be calculated, which is the
indication whether the slip plane is stable.
The safety factor Fs is the number through which the strength parameters of each soil
layer must be divided such that the soil body is exactly in equilibrium. The equilibrium
criteria depend on the limit equilibrium method used, i.e. Bishop, Uplift-Van or
Spencer.
The safety factor is a real number greater than 0, without dimension.
If the slip plane is not valid (see section 8.2) or if the safety factor cannot be calculated
(because, for example the maximum number of iterations during an iterative procedure
is reached), then D-Stability will not return a safety factor.

7.2

Method of slices
Several methods exist to determine a safety factor of a soil body against macro
stability. This kernel uses so called slices. Vertical lines divide the soil body into these
slices (see Figure 76). For each slice, the different soil parameters, effective stresses
and pore water pressures are calculated. These physical properties at the bottom of
the slice are said to be representative for the slice. The slices are defined such that
the properties of the slice do not change in horizontal direction. This holds true for all
existing stresses and strength properties.

Figure 76 Slip plane including method of slices
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7.2.1

Subdivision into slices
D-Stability automatically divides the slip plane into slices in accordance with the
following criteria:
•

•

•
•

Within one slice, the slice bottom does not intersect with layer boundaries and/or
PL-lines.
Within one slice, the slice bottom does not intersect with layer boundaries and
the phreatic line, headlines, reference waternet lines, yield lines.
Within one slice, the slice bottom does not intersect with load distribution lines.
The entire base of any slice, which is part of the slip circle, is located totally
within one soil layer and completely above or below the phreatic line.

In addition, D-Stability follows the following procedures in case a slide plane intersects
the soil surface at more than two points. This is possible with a ditch as well as with a
dike. In this case the largest area between two intersection points is taken to be the
slide plane. If the plane cuts the surface of the geometry at only one point, the plane is
rejected and is not processed any further. This latter case may occur when the
geometry has not been defined wide enough so that slide planes reach the outer
boundaries of the geometry, or when the slide planes just touches the surface at one
point.

Figure 77 Global view of one slice

Slice boundaries are defined by
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•

all vertex points (see section 4.3);

•

intersection points of layers and the slip plane;

•

nodes on non-circular slip planes;

•

maximum provided slice width;
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•

load distribution lines;

•

head lines;

•

waternet reference lines.

The maximum width of a slice is provided. If the slice is wider, it will be divided into the
lowest number of slices such that the maximum width is smaller than the maximum
provided slice width.

7.2.2

Slice properties
The weight of the slice is given by

G = σsoil × b

(7.1)

where

σsoil
b

is the weight above the bottom of the slice (see Equation (4.1))[kN/m2 ] ;
is the width of the slice. [m]

The following properties are assigned to a slice (at the bottom of the slice)

•

Geometrical properties (see section 7.2.2.1);

•

Soil pressure σsoil , (see Equation (4.1)) ;

•

Weight of the slice (G, see Equation (7.1));

•

Total pore pressure (ucalc , see Equation (5.11));

•

Excess pore pressure (uexcess , see Equation (5.7));

•

Effective stress σv0 , see Equation (5.10));

•

Yield stress (yield stress σy0 , see Equation (6.2) and Equation (6.3));

•

Calculation shear strength (ccalc , see Equation (6.11));

•

Calculation friction angle (ϕcalc , see Equation (6.12));

•

Shear stress (τ , see Equation (6.10), value depends on the equilibrium method
and is calculated during the equilibrium method);

If the bottom of the slice is very close to the boundary of a soil layer, the most
unfavorable values will be used for ccalc and ϕcalc . In fact, the shear strength τ (see
Equation (6.10)) should have the least unfavorable value, but since the normal stress
σn0 is unknown yet, the effective stress σv0 is used. This approximation is only carried
out for slices with an almost horizontal bottom, because then we can assume that
σn0 ≈ σv0 . The approximated shear strength τapprox is
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τapprox = ccalc + σv0 × tan ϕcalc

(7.2)

The approximated shear strength τapprox is calculated just above and below a soil
boundary. From the side which gives the lowest result, the slice parameters ccalc and
ϕcalc are used.
7.2.2.1

7.3

Geometrical properties
The following geometrical properties are assigned to a slice

i
n

[-]

Number of the considered slice

[-]

Total number of slices in which the sliding part of the ground
mass is divided. For Uplift-Van: n = nleft + nhoriz + nright .

nleft

[-]

Number of slices in which the left sliding part of the ground
mass is divided (Uplift Van)

nhoriz

[-]

Number of slices in which the horizontal sliding part of the
ground mass is divided (Uplift Van)

nright

[-]

Number of slices in which the right sliding part of the ground
mass is divided (Uplift Van)

li
bi
hi
dxi

[m]

Length of arc at bottom of slice i: li = bi / cos αi

[m]

Width of slice i

[m]

Height of slice i

[m]

Horizontal distance from the centre point of the circle to the
centre of the upper boundary of slice i

dzi

[m]

Vertical distance from the centre point of the circle to the centre of the upper boundary of slice i

xi
zi;top
zi;bottom
αi
βi

[m]

Horizontal coordinate of the middle of slice i

[m NAP]

Vertical coordinate of the middle top of slice i

[m NAP]

Vertical coordinate of the middle bottom of slice i

◦

Slide plane angle of slice i

◦

Slope angle of slice i

[ ]
[ ]

Driving and resisting moments
The methods Fellenius, Bishop and Uplift-Van require moments to calculate the safety
factor. These moments are described in this paragraph. The following symbols are
used:

Fs
R
Rleft
Rright
xc
xc;left
xc;right
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[-]

Safety factor

[m]

Radius of the slip circle (Bishop)

[m]

The radius of the left slip circle (Uplift Van)

[m]

The radius of the right slip circle (Uplift Van)

[m]

X co-ordinate of the center of the slip circle (Bishop)

[m]

The X-coordinate of the left slip circle (Uplift Van)

[m]

The X-coordinate of the right slip circle (Uplift Van)

D-Stability
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zc
[m NAP]
zc;left [m NAP]
zc;right [m NAP]

Z co-ordinate of the center of the slip circle (Bishop)
The Z-coordinate of the left slip circle (Uplift Van)
The Z-coordinate of the right slip circle (Uplift Van)

7.3.1

Driving moments

7.3.1.1

Driving soil moment
The driving soil moment MD;soil is the moment caused by the mass of the soil within
the slip circle around its center:

MD;soil =

X

Gi × (xc − xi )

(7.3)

slices i

where

Gi
7.3.1.2

is the weight of the soil in slice i (see Equation (7.1));

Driving water moment
The water moment is the contribution two water moments:

MD;water = MWater;Top + MWater;Side

(7.4)

where:

MWater;Top is caused by the water forces (due to free water on surface) acting on
the top of the slice, see Equation (7.5);

MWater;Side is caused by the water forces (due to free water on surface) acting on
the side of the slice, see Equation (7.6) and Equation (7.7).
Water forces (due to free water on surface) acting on the top of the slice
The water forces acting on and within the soil slice. When there is free water on the
surface of the geometry and within the boundaries of the slip circle, it can have a
positive or negative effect on the safety factor. The driving water moment Mwater for a
slice is calculated as follows:

MWater;Top =

X

(xi − xc ) × Wv;i + (zc − ztop;i ) × Wh;i

slices i

where:

Wv;i

is the vertical component of the water force on top of slice i, in kN:

Wv;i = − max [0; (zphreatic − ztop;i )] × γwater × bi
Wh;i

is the horizontal component of the water force on top of slice i, in kN:

Wh;i = max [0; (zphreatic − ztop;i )] × γwater × bi × tan βi
Refer to section 7.2.2.1 for the definition of the other symbols.
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(7.5)

Water forces (due to free water on surface) acting on the side of the slice
Because of vertical layer boundaries, it is possible to have a surface with a vertical
component. If this vertical component is part of the slip circle, D-Stability will place a
slice to the left and right of this vertical. The moment caused by the free water on the
top of both slices is calculated using the above formula (see Equation (7.5)). The force
and moment of the free water against the vertical component of the surface (now also
the side of a slice) is not taken into account by the above formula. Instead, D-Stability
separately calculates the horizontal free water force and the moment caused by it.

Figure 78 Horizontal water pressures (due to free water) acting on the side of a slice in case
of vertical layer boundary

•

If the phreatic line is above the top surface, the shape of the horizontal water
pressures against the side of the slice is trapezium (case 1 in Figure 78):



MWater;Side =

•




H
utop H Zc − Zbottom +
(7.6)
2



H
H
+ (ubottom − utop ) Zc − Zbottom +
2
3

If the phreatic line is between the top and the bottom surfaces, the shape of the
horizontal water pressures against the side of the slice is triangular (case 2 in
Figure 78):

MWater;Side

H
ubottom
=
2





H
Zc − Zbot +
3

where

H

is the height of the saturated soil along the vertical layer boundary:

H = min (Zphreatic ; Ztop ) − min (Zphreatic ; Zbottom )
If the soil within the slip plane height is dry, then H = 0.

utop

is the water pressure at the top of the saturated soil level:

ubottom

utop = (Zphreatic − min (Zphreatic ; Ztop )) × γw
is the water pressure at level Ztangent :
ubottom = (Zphreatic − Zbottom ) × γw

Ztop
Zbottom

is the top level of the vertical part;
is the bottom level of the vertical part.

Refer to section 7.2.2.1 for the definitions of the other symbols.
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(7.7)

7.3.1.3

Driving load moment
The (part of the) uniform loads (section 9.2) and the line loads (section 9.1) located
within the confines of a slip circle creates a moment MD;load around the slip-circle
center point. The uniform loads also refer to the uniform loads, which resemble a tree
load (see section 9.4).

MD;load =

n
loads
X

Fj × ∆wj × ∆Xj +

j=1

nlines
X

Fl × ∆Xl

(7.8)

l=1

with:

max (X1;left ; Xbegin;j ) + min (Xn;right ; Xend;j )
2
max (X1;left ; Xl ) + min (Xn;right ; Xl )
∆Xl = Xc −
2
∆wj = min (Xn;right ; Xend;j ) − max (X1;left ; Xbegin;j )

∆Xj = Xc −

where:

Fj
Xbegin;j
Xend;j
X1;left

is the magnitude of uniform-load number j , in kN/m2 ;

Xn;right

is the X coordinate of the right side of slice n (i.e. exit point of the slip
circle);

∆wj

is the width of the part of the uniform-load j located within the confines of
a slip circle;

∆Xj

is the X-coordinate at the middle of the part of the uniform-load j located
within the confines of a slip circle;

∆Xl

is the X-coordinate of the line-load l located within the confines of a slip
circle;

is the X coordinate o f the starting point of load j ;
is the X coordinate of the ending point of load j ;
is the X coordinate of the left side of slice 1 (i.e. entry point of the slip
circle);

Refer to section 7.2.2.1 for the definitions of the other symbols.
7.3.1.4

Driving earthquake moment
The driving moment of slip circles increases due to the earthquake coefficients. To
simplify the calculation, it is assumed that the groundwater in the soil mass has the
same extra acceleration as the soil in this mass. This extra moment MD;soil;quake;H
called additional horizontal driving soil moment due to earthquake is

MD;soil;quake;H = k × ah ×

X

Gi × (zcg;i − zc )

slices i
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(7.9)

with zcg;i as the center of gravity at the bottom of the slice (x, z ):

P
layers j zj × σj
zcg;i (x, z) = P
layers j σj
(
1
if MD > 0
k=
−1 if MD < 0

(7.10)

(7.11)

where

zj
σj

is the mean vertical level of layer j along vertical x;
is the weight of soil layer j , see Equation (4.1) (a phreatic line divides a
layer in two parts);

ah
Gi
zcg;i
MD

is the given horizontal earthquake factor (i.e. acceleration coefficient);
is the weight of the soil in slice i (see Equation (7.1)), in kN/m;
is the vertical co-ordinate of the centre of gravity of slice i, in m;
is the total driving moment (given by Equation (7.15)) without the contribution of MD;soil;quake;H ;

Refer to section 7.2.2.1 for the definition of the other symbols.

The coefficient to increase the vertical gravitation has the following influence on soil
stress, slice weight, driving moment and water pressure:
The additional driving soil moment due to vertical acceleration of the earthquake is as
follows:

MD;soil;quake;V = av ×

X

Gi × (xc − xi )

(7.12)

slices i

where

av
Gi

is the vertical earthquake factor (i.e. acceleration coefficient);
is the weight of the soil in slice i (see Equation (7.1)), in kN/m;

Refer to section 7.2.2.1 for the definition of the other symbols.

The free water coefficient simulates the temporary draw down of the water. The free
water moment is modified according to equation:

MD;water;quake = −MD;water × cf w
where:

MD;water is the driving water moment in kNm, see Equation (7.4);
cf w
is the provided free water factor.

This results in the total driving earthquake moment
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(7.13)

MD;quake = MD;soil;quake;H + MD;soil;quake;V + MD;water;quake

(7.14)

where, H and V correspond to the horizontal and vertical components respectively.
7.3.1.5

Total driving moment
The total driving moment is given by

MDriving = MD;soil + MD;water +

X

MD;load + MD;quake

(7.15)

loads

where

MD;soil
MD;water
MD;load
MD;quake

is the driving soil moment (see Equation (7.3));
is the driving water moment (see Equation (7.4));
is the driving load moment (see Equation (7.8));
is the driving quake moment (see Equation (7.14));

7.3.2

Resisting moments

7.3.2.1

Resisting moment from soil
Shear stresses and normal effective stresses act along the slip circle. The shear
stresses prevent the soil mass from slipping. The resisting moment MR;soil is defined
as the moment caused by the shear stresses along the slip plane.

MR;soil = R ×

n
X

τi × li

(7.16)

i=1

where:

τi

is the shear stress along bottom of slice (see Equation (6.10)). Since τi
depends on the equilibrium method, its value can be determined during the
calculation of the safety factor;

Refer to section 7.2.2.1 for the definitions of the other symbols.
7.3.2.1.1

Limited inclination of the slip plane
In the formula for the calculation of the shear stresses (τ ), a problem arises for large
negative values of the angle α. For these negative values, a large value for τ will be
calculated, but this is unrealistic. To prevent this from happening, the value for α is
therefore restricted to ϕ/2 - 45◦ . This means that α never obtains a value less than
ϕ/2 - 45◦ . To illustrate this, see the following table where the τ and restricted τ 0 are
given for various values of α and restricted α’.
In Figure 79, the value of the other parameters in the formula for τ is as follows:

c = 0 kN/m2
ϕ = 20◦
σv0 = 10 kN/m2
Fs = 1
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The minimum value for α becomes: ϕ/2 – 45◦ = –35◦ . The relation plus the
assumption is displayed in Figure 79.

Figure 79 Relation angle α - Shear Stress for αmin = 35◦

If Fs 6= 1, the restricted angle αred is:

αred
7.3.2.2





tan ϕ
π
1
−
= max α; arctan
2
Fs
4

(
with: α =

α
if MD ≤ 0
−α if MD > 0

Resisting moment from end section
The resisting moment is increased by MR;end section , the resistance at the edges of a
sliding section in the out-of-plane direction, due to the undrained shear strength:
n

MR;end section

k

i
X
1 1 X
=
bi ×
Mj;su
Fs L/2 i=1
j=1

!
(7.17)

with:

Mj;su = hj su;j;min (Zc − Zj;avg ) +

hj
|su;j;bot − su;j;top | (Zc − Zj;cg )
2

su;j;min = min (su;j;bot ; su;j;top )
Zj;bot + Zj;top
Zj;avg =
2(
hj /3
if su;j;top < su;j;bot
Zj;cg = Zj;bot −
2hj /3
if su;j;top > su;j;bot
where:

Fs
hj
ki
L

is the safety factor of the equilibrium method;
is the thickness of layer j in slice i;
is the number of layers along slice i;
is the provided expected length of the sliding surface in the out-of-plane
direction (i.e. cross section perpendicular to the cross section plane);

n
is the number of slices;
su;j;bot is the undrained shear strength at the bottom of layer j in slice i;
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su;j;top is the undrained shear strength at the top of layer j in slice i;
Zj;bot is the level at the bottom of layer j in slice i;
Zj;top is the level at the top of layer j in slice i.
Refer to section 7.2.2.1 for the definition of the other symbols.

Note: This extra resisting moment is calculated only for the Bishop model in
combination with an undrained shear strength model.
7.3.2.3

Total resisting moment
The total driving moment is given by

MResisting = MR;soil + MR;geotextile + MR;nail + |MR;end section |

(7.18)

where

MR;soil
is the resisting soil moment (see Equation (7.16));
MR;geotextile is the resisting geotextile moment (see Equation (10.1));
MR;nail
is the resisting nail moment (see Equation (10.5));
MR;end section is the resisting end section moment (see Equation (7.17));

7.4

Bishop

7.4.1

Method according to A. W. Bishop
The Bishop methid is applicable to a circular slip plane. By definition, the safety factor
FS is found when the slide plane is in limit state of equilibrium. The method (Bishop,
1955) is based on the assumption that the forces acting on both sides of any slice
have zero resultant in the vertical direction. For each slice, a closed polygon of forces
can be drawn. This implies force equilibrium in both horizontal and vertical directions
per slice. The length of the horizontal line in the closed polygon of forces is a measure
of the difference between the right and the left inter-slice forces.
The sum of all inter-slice forces is generally not zero, so that the horizontal balance of
the total sliding mass is not satisfied. By reducing the soil parameters (the tangent of
the friction angle and the cohesion) with the safety factor FS , the moment equilibrium
of the total sliding mass is satisfied.
Bishop defines the safety by the reduction factor that can be applied to cohesion and
(the tangent of) the friction and dilatency. This means that only with Bishop’s method
the equilibrium of vertical forces is preserved. Therefore Bishop’s method is preferred
over Fellenius.
The equilibrium evaluation of a slice includes the forces and pressures in Figure 80.
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Figure 80 Force equilibrium for one slice in the method of slices

The following table gives the definitions of the forces given in Figure 80:

Wi
Ti
Ei
Ei+1
P wi
Ni

is the weight of slice i, in kN/m;
is the shear force along of slice i, in kN/m;
is the interaction force of slice i with the slice at the left side, in kN/m;
is the interaction force of slice i with the slice at the right side, in kN/m;
is the water force acting on the base of slice i, in kN/m;
is the (total) normal reaction of the soil acting on the base of slice i, in kN/m;

Refer to section 7.2.2.1 for the definition of the other symbols used in Figure 80.

The next sections describe how the different moments are calculated for a slice.
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7.4.2

Equilibrium
The vertical equilibrium of the force acting on the slice writes:

X

Fv = 0

= −Wi + Ui . cos αi + Ni0 . cos αi + Ti . sin αi
0
= −γi .hi .b + ui .li . cos αi + σn;i
.li . cos αi +

τi
.li . sin αi
Fs

which leads to:
0
0
σn;i
= σv;i
−

τi
. tan αi ≥ 0
Fs

(7.19)

where
0
σv;i
τi

is the effective stress at the base of slice i (see Equation (5.10))
is the shear strength at the bottom of slice i (see Equation (6.10))

Repeating Equation (6.10), we know already that

0
τi,calc = ci,calc + σn;i
× tan ϕi,calc

(7.20)

Substitution of Equation (7.19) into Equation (7.20) leads to:

τi =

0
ci,calc + σv;i
× tan ϕi,calc
≥ ci,calc
tan ϕi,calc
1 + tan αi ×
Fs

(7.21)

where
0
σv;i

is the vertical effective stress at the bottom of slice i, in kN/m2 (see Equation (5.10));

ci,calc is the calculation strength at the bottom of slice i, in kN/m2 (see Equation (6.11));

ϕi,calc is the calculation internal friction angle of the soil at the bottom of slice i, in
degree (see Equation (6.12));

αi
Fs
7.4.3

is the angle at bottom of slice, in degree;
is the safety factor (see Equation (7.22)).

Safety factor
The safety factor Fs for stability of slip circles is expressed by:

Fs =

MResisting
MDriving

where
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(7.22)

MResisting
MDriving

is the resisting moment, see Equation (7.18);
is the driving moment, see Equation (7.15);

For Bishop, substitution of Equation (7.21) in the expression for the safety factor
Equation (7.22) yields to Equation (7.23), an expression in which the safety factor
occurs at both sides. D-Stability therefore determines the safety value for Bishop in
iterative fashion, starting with a first estimate of the safety factor of 1.0. The result of
the calculation (on the left) is used as a next estimate and this process continues until
|FN − FN-1 | = 0.001 or a maximum number of iterations has been made in which case
no result is obtained.



R
Fs =



n
0
X
tan ϕi 
ci + σv;i
 bi
+ MR;geotextile + MR;nail + |MR;end section |

tan ϕi 
cos
α
i
i=1
1 + tan αi
Fs
MDriving

(7.23)

7.5

Uplift-Van

7.5.1

Method according to M. Van
The Uplift-Van method is applicable to a dual circular slip plane. The slip plane
consists of an active circle, a passive circle and an horizontal bar between them.
High pore pressures at the horizontal interface of weak layers with an underlying
permeable sand layer can cause reduction or even complete loss of shear resistance
at this plane. This can yield an uplift failure mechanism, which is schematically drawn
in Figure 81.

Figure 81 Uplift failure mechanism

The passive side of the slip plane is elongated in order to find equilibrium of horizontal
forces.
Van’s method (Van, 2001) therefore assumes that the total slip plane is composed of a
horizontal part bounded by two circular parts. The safety factor is determined using
equilibrium of the horizontal forces acting on the compressed area between the active
and passive slip circles.
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Figure 82 Van-Uplift Stability derivation

7.5.2

Driving moment of the circular parts
The total driving moment of the circular parts is the contribution of different
components:

MD;total;left = MD;soil;left + MD;water;left + MD;load;left + MD;quake;left
MD;total;right = MD;soil;right + MD;water;right + MD;load;right + MD;quake;right

(7.24)
(7.25)

where:

MD;soil;left
MD;soil;right
MD;water;left
MD;water;right

is the driving soil moment at left side, in kNm/m, see Equation (7.3);

MD;load;left

is the driving external load moment at left side, in kNm/m, see Equation (7.8);

MD;load;right

is the driving external load moment at right side, in kNm/m, see Equation (7.8);

MD;quake;left

is the driving earthquake moment at left side, in kNm/m, see Equation (7.14);

is the driving soil moment at right side, in kNm/m, see Equation (7.3);
is the driving water moment at left side, in kNm/m, see Equation (7.26);
is the driving water moment at right side, in kNm/m, see Equation (7.27);

MD;quake;right is the driving earthquake moment at right side, in kNm/m, see Equation (7.14);

The subscript lef t, is to say that the corresponding moment is calculated around the
left circle, which is confined by the slices 1 to nlef t . The subscript right, is to say that
the corresponding moment is calculated around the right circle, which is confined by
the slices n − nright + 1 to n.
7.5.2.1

Driving water moments of the circular parts
The water moment is the contribution of three water moments:

MD;water;left = MWaterTop;left + MWaterSide;left − MPoreBar;left
MD;water;right = MWaterTop;right + MWaterSide;right + MPoreBar;right
where:
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(7.26)
(7.27)

MWaterTop;left is caused by the water forces (due to free water on surface) acting on
the top of the slice at left side, see Equation (7.28);

MWaterTop;right is caused by the water forces (due to free water on surface) acting on
the top of the slice at right side, see Equation (7.29);

MWaterSide;left is caused by the water forces (due to free water on surface) acting
on the side of the slice at left side, see Equation (7.30) and Equation (7.32);

MWaterSide;right is caused by the water forces (due to free water on surface) acting
on the side of the slice at right side, see Equation (7.31) and Equation (7.33);

MPoreBar;left

is caused by the pore pressures acting on the left bar, see Equation (7.34);

MPoreBar;right is caused by the pore pressures acting on the right bar, see Equation (7.35).
Water forces (due to free water forces on surface) acting on the top of the slice
The water moment is the moment caused by the water forces acting on and within the
soil slice. When there is free water on the surface of the geometry and within the
boundaries of the slip circle, it can have a positive or negative effect on the safety
factor. The driving water moment due to free water forces acting on slices is calculated
as follows:

MWaterTop;left =

nleft
X

(Xi − Xc;left ) × Wv;i + (Zc;left − Zi;top ) × Wh;i

(7.28)

i=1

MWaterTop;right =

n
X

(Xi − Xc;right ) × Wv;i + (Zc;right − Zi;top ) × Wh;i

i=n−nright +1

(7.29)
where:

Wv;i

is the vertical component of the water force on top of slice i, in kN/m:

Wv;i = − max [0; (Zphreatic − Ztop;i )] × γw × bi
Wh;i

is the horizontal component of the water force on top of slice i, in kN/m:

Wh;i = max [0; (Zphreatic − Ztop;i )] × γw × bi × tan βi
Refer to section 7.2.2.1 for the definitions of the other symbols.
Horizontal water forces (due to free water forces) acting on the side of the slice
With the introduction of vertical layer boundaries, it became possible to have a surface
with a vertical component. If this vertical component is part of the slip circle,
D-Stability will place a slice to the left and right of this vertical. The force and moment
of the free water against the vertical component of the surface (now also the side of a
slice) must be taken into account (see Figure 78).

•
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pressures against the side of the slice is trapezium (case 1 in Figure 78):




H
MWaterSide;left = uh;top × H × Zc;left − Zbottom +
(7.30)
2



H
H
+ (uh;bottom − uh;top ) × Zc;left − Zbottom +
2
3



H
(7.31)
MWaterSide;right = uh;top × H × Zc;right − Zbottom +
2



H
H
+ (uh;bottom − uh;top ) × Zc;right − Zbottom +
2
3
•

If the phreatic line is between the top and the bottom surfaces, the shape of the
horizontal water pressures against the side of the slice is triangular (case 2 in
Figure 78):




H
1
(7.32)
MWaterSide;left = H × uh;bottom × Zc;left − Zbottom +
2
3



1
H
MWaterSide;right = H × uh;bottom × Zc;right − Zbottom +
2
3
(7.33)

where:

H

uh;top
uh;bottom
Ztop
Zbottom

is the height of the saturated soil along the vertical part:

H = min (Zwater ; Ztop ) − min (Zwater ; Ztangent )
If the soil within the slip plane height is dry, then H = 0.
is the hydrostatic pressure at level Ztop :
uh;top = (Zwater − min (Zwater ; Ztop )) × γw
is the hydrostatic pressure at level Zbottom :
uh;bot = (Zwater − Zbottom ) × γw
is the top level of the vertical part.
is the bottom level of the vertical part.

Horizontal pore pressures acting on both bars of the horizontal part (i.e. circle’s end)
An Uplift-Van calculation consists of two circle parts and an horizontal part.
Equilibrium for the circle parts must include pore pressure against such a part, as
illustrated in Figure 83.
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Figure 83 Schematization of the pore pressure distribution on bars

nsegments;left

MPoreBar;left =

X
j=1



1
min (uj;top ; uj;bottom ) × Hj × Zc;left − Zj;bottom + Hj
2
(7.34)

MPoreBar;right

1
+ |uj;top − uj;bottom | × Hj × Lj;triang
2


nsegments;right
X
1
=
min (uj;top ; uj;bottom ) × Hj × Zc;right − Zj;bottom + Hj
2
j=1
(7.35)

1
+ |uj;top − uj;bottom | × Hj × Lj;triang
2
where:
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nsegments;left is the number of segments having a linear pore pressure distribution
along the left bar;

nsegments;right is the number of segments having a linear pore pressure distribution
along the right bar;

Hj
uj;top
uj;bottom
Zj;top
Zj;bottom
Lj;triang

is the height of segment j along the considered bar;
is the pore pressure at level Zj;top ;
is the pore pressure at level Zj;bottom ;
is the top level of segment j along the considered bar;
is the bottom level of segment j along the considered bar;
is the arm of the resulting force of the triangular part of the pore
pressure distribution
for segment j along the considered bar:


Lj;triang

7.5.2.2


Zc;left − Zj;bottom + 13 Hj




 Z
1
c;left − Zj;top − 3 Hj

=

Zc;right − Zj;bottom + 13 Hj




Zc;right − Zj;top − 31 Hj

if uj;top < uj;bottom

for left bar

if uj;top ≥ uj;bottom

for left bar

if uj;top < uj;bottom

for right bar

if uj;top ≥ uj;bottom

for right bar

Determination of active and passive sides
The left side is considered as active if:

MD;total;left > MD;total;right
This leads therefore to:

MD;total;act = max (MD;total;left ; MD;total;right )
MD;total;pas = min (MD;total;left ; MD;total;right )

(7.36)
(7.37)

where:

MD;total;left is the total driving moment at left side, see Equation (7.24);
MD;total;right is the total driving moment at right side, see Equation (7.25).
7.5.3

Resisting moment of the circular parts
Shear stresses and normal effective stresses act along the slip circle. The shear
stresses prevent the circular soil mass from slipping. The resisting moment is defined
as the moment caused by the shear stresses along the circular arc around the center
of the slip circle:

MR;soil;left = Rleft ×

nleft
X

τi × li

(7.38)

i=1

MR;soil;right = Rright ×

n
X

τi × li

(7.39)

i=n−nright +1

with:

τi =
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(7.40)

where
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is the shear stress along bottom of slice i, in kN/m2 ;

τi
0
σv;i

is the vertical effective stress at the bottom of slice i, in kN/m2 , see Equation (5.10);

Fs

is the safety factor, see Equation (7.57).

The derivation of Equation (7.40) is similar to the derivation of Equation (7.21).

7.5.4

Horizontal forces

7.5.4.1

Soil resistance force along horizontal part Is
The horizontal resisting force acting along the horizontal part is:
nright −1

Is =

X
i=nleft +1


0
ci + σv;i
× tan ϕi × li
Fs

(7.41)

where:

j
0
σv;i

is the sign of the force;
is the vertical effective stress at the bottom of slice i, in kN/m2 , see Equation (5.10);

Refer to section 7.2.2.1 for the definitions of the other symbols.
7.5.4.2

Earthquake force along horizontal part Fquake;horiz
The horizontal resisting force acting along the horizontal part is:
nright −1

Fquake;horiz =

X

σh;quake;i × li

(7.42)

i=nleft +1

where:

σh;quake;i = ah × σsoil;i
σh;quake;i

is the stress caused by horizontal acceleration of an earthquake due to the
soil weight at the bottom of slice i, in kN/m2 ;

σsoil;i

is the weight above the bottom of slice i, in kN/m2 (see Equation (4.1)) ;

Refer to section 7.2.2.1 for the definitions of the other symbols.
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7.5.4.3

Resulting water force along horizontal part Fwater;horiz
The resulting water force along the horizontal part is the contribution of the water force
due to (free) water on surface and of the pore pressures applying on the bars:

Fwater;horiz = Fw;surf;left − Fw;surf;right + Fu;left − Fu;right

(7.44)

with:

1
[max (Zphreatic;left ; Zsurf;left ) − Zsurf;left ]2 × γw
(7.45)
2
1
Fw;surf;right = [max (Zphreatic;right ; Zsurf;right ) − Zsurf;right ]2 × γw
(7.46)
2
nsegments;left
X
1
Fu;left =
min (uj;top ; uj;bottom ) × Hj + |uj;top − uj;bottom | × Hj
2
j=1

Fw;surf;left =

(7.47)
nsegments;right

Fu;right =

X
j=1

1
min (uj;top ; uj;bottom ) × Hj + |uj;top − uj;bottom | × Hj
2
(7.48)

where:

Zsurf;left
Zsurf;right
Zphreatic;left
Zphreatic;right
nsegments;left

is the surface level at vertical X = Xc;left
is the surface level at vertical X = Xc;right
is the phreatic level at vertical X = Xc;left
is the phreatic level at vertical X = Xc;right
is the number of segments having a linear pore pressure distribution
along the left bar;

nsegments;right

is the number of segments having a linear pore pressure distribution
along the right bar;

Hj
uj;top
uj;bottom
Zj;top
Zj;bottom

is the height of segment j along the considered bar;
is the pore pressure at level Zj;top ;
is the pore pressure at level Zj;bottom ;
is the top level of segment j along the considered bar;
is the bottom level of segment j along the considered bar.

See also Figure 83 for the definition of the symbols.
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7.5.4.4

Resulting horizontal force at active side Ia
Moment equilibrium around active circle center yields Equation (7.49) for the resulting
force Ia at active side.

|MR;soil;act |
Fs
Ract − ∆Hact

|MD;act | −
Ia =

(7.49)

with:

(
MR;soil;act =

MR;soil;left if the left side is active, see section 7.5.2.2
MR;soil;right if the right side is active, see section 7.5.2.2
(7.50)

where:

MD;act
is the total active driving moment, see Equation (7.36);
MR;soil;left is the soil resisting moment at left side, see Equation (7.38);
MR;soil;right is the soil resisting moment at right side, see Equation (7.39);
∆Hact
is the arm of the active force Ia compare to the tangent level;
Ract
is the radius of the active circle;
Fs
is the safety factor that has to be determined, see Equation (7.57).
7.5.4.5

Resulting horizontal force at passive side Ip
Moment equilibrium around passive circle center yields Equation (7.51) for the
resulting force Ip at passive side.

|MR;soil;pas |
Fs
Rpas − ∆Hpas

|MD;pas | −
Ip =

(7.51)

with:

(
MR;soil;pas =

MR;soil;left if the left side is passive, see section 7.5.2.2
MR;soil;right if the right side is passive, see section 7.5.2.2
(7.52)

where:

MD;pas
is the total passive driving moment, see Equation (7.37);
MR;soil;left is the soil resisting moment at left side, see Equation (7.38);
MR;soil;right is the soil resisting moment at right side, see Equation (7.39);
∆Hact
is the arm of the active force Ia compare to the tangent level;
∆Hpas is the arm of the passive force Ip compare to the tangent level;
Rpas
is the radius of the passive circle;
Ract
is the radius of the active circle;
Fs
is the safety factor that has to be determined;
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7.5.5

Safety factor

7.5.5.1

Determination of the arm of the active force Ia
The resulting horizontal force at passive side of the compressed soil Ip is assumed to
act above the tangent line, at 1/3 of the height of the bar. This assumption is relatively
correct as no free water on surface is present at the polder side (i.e. Fw;surf;left = 0).

1
∆Hpas = Hpas
3

(7.53)

where Hpas is the height of the bar at passive side.
The resulting horizontal force at active side of the compressed soil Ia is assumed to
act above the interface with the sand, at a distance ∆Hact of the weak soil layers. To
determine the arm ∆Hact of force Ia , the moments equilibrium around the bottom of
the horizontal line (i.e. Ztangent ) is used:

∆Hact =

∆Hpas × Ip + Mwater;pas − Mwater;act
Ia

(7.54)

with:

(

Mwater;left if the active side is the left side
Mwater;right if the active side is the right side

(

Mwater;left if the passive side is the left side
Mwater;right if the passive side is the right side

Mwater;act =
Mwater;pas =

Mwater;left = Fw;surf;left × ∆Hw;surf;left + MPoreBar;left |tangent
Mwater;right = Fw;surf;right × ∆Hw;surf;right + MPoreBar;right |tangent
1
∆Hw;surf;left = Zsurf;left + (Zphreatic;left − Zsurf;left ) − Ztangent
3
1
∆Hw;surf;right = Zsurf;right + (Zphreatic;right − Zsurf;right ) − Ztangent
3
where:

Fw;surf;left

is the horizontal water force on left bar due to (free) water on
surface, see Equation (7.45);

Fw;surf;right

is the horizontal water force on left bar due to (free) water on
surface, see Equation (7.46);

Zsurf;left
Zsurf;right
Zphreatic;left
Zphreatic;right
Ztangent
MPoreBar;left |tangent

is the surface level at vertical X = Xc;left ;
is the surface level at vertical X = Xc;right ;
is the phreatic level at vertical X = Xc;left ;
is the phreatic level at vertical X = Xc;right ;
is the bottom level of the horizontal part;
is the moment around the tangent line due to pore pressures
along the left bar. It is similar to MPoreBar;left in Equation (7.34)
except that the rotational point Zc;left is replaced with Ztangent ;

MPoreBar;right |tangent is the moment around the tangent line due to pore pressures
along the right bar. It is similar to MPoreBar;right in Equation (7.35)
except that the rotational point Zc;left is replaced with Ztangent .
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The substitution of Equation (7.49) and Equation (7.53) in Equation (7.54) yields to
Equation (7.55), an expression in which distance ∆Hact occurs at both sides.
D-Stability therefore determines this distance in iterative fashion, starting with a first
estimate of the distance of ∆Hact = 31 Hact . The result of the calculation (on the left)
is used as a next estimate and this process continues until
|∆Hact;N − ∆Hact;N −1 | < 0.001 or a maximum number of iterations has been made
in which case no result is obtained.

∆Hact =

1
H
3 pas

× Ip + Mwater;pas − Mwater;act
|MR;soil;act |
|MD;act | −
Fs
Ract − ∆Hact

(7.55)

Note: If either Ia or Ip is negative, the iterative procedure describes above is not
performed, and ∆Hact stays equal to its initial value 13 Hact .
7.5.5.2

Equilibrium of horizontal forces
The equation for equilibrium of horizontal forces yields:

Ia + Ip + Is + Fwater;horiz + Fquake;horiz = 0

(7.56)

Substitution of Equation (7.49) and Equation (7.51) into the equation for equilibrium of
horizontal forces Equation (7.56) finally yields Equation (7.57) for the safety factor:

|MR;soil;pas |
|MR;soil;act |
+
− Is × Fs
Rpas − ∆Hpas Ract − ∆Hact
Fs =
|MD;pas |
|MD;act |
+
+ Fwater;horiz + Fquake;horiz
Rpas − ∆Hpas Ract − ∆Hact

(7.57)

The substitution of Equation (7.41) (Is ), Equation (7.52) (MR;soil;pas ) and
Equation (7.50) (MR;soil;act ) in Equation (7.57) yields to Equation (7.58), an expression
in which Fs occurs at both sides. D-Stability therefore determines the safety factor in
iterative fashion, starting with a first estimate of F0 = 1. The result of the calculation
(on the left) is used as a next estimate and this process continues until
|Fs;N − Fs;N −1 | < 0.001 or a maximum number of iterations has been made in
which case no result is obtained.

nend;pas

n

end;act
0
0
X
ci + σv;i
tan ϕi
ci + σv;i
tan ϕi
li
l
tan ϕi
tan ϕi i
nright −1
i=nbegin;act 1 + tan αi
i=nbegin;pas 1 + tan αi
X
Fs
Fs
0
ci + σv;i
ta
+
×
∆Hpas
∆Hact
i=n
+1
1−
1−
left
Rpas
Ract
Fs =
|MD;pas |
|MD;act |
+
+ Fwater;horiz + Fquake;horiz
Rpas − ∆Hpas Ract − ∆Hact

X

(7.58)
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with:

(
nbegin;pas =
(

nleft if the passive side is the left side
n
if the passive side is the right side

nend;pas =
(
nbegin;act =
(
nend;act =

7.6
7.6.1

1
if the passive side is the left side
nright−1 if the passive side is the right side

1
if the active side is the left side
nright−1 if the active side is the right side

nleft if the active side is the left side
n
if the active side is the right side

Spencer
Method according to E. Spencer
The Spencer method is applicable to a non constrained slip plane. This plane is
defined by an entrance point, an exit point and a number of traversal points, between
which there is a straight connection.
By definition, the safety factor Fs is found when the slide plane is in limit state of
equilibrium. To fulfill this requirement, each slice must have equilibrium of moments,
horizontal and vertical forces. The Spencer method (Spencer, 1967) satisfies those
three conditions of equilibrium. The method itself is not constrained to any shape of
slip plane and can therefore be used to freely search the slip plane with the least
resistance.

7.6.2

Safety factor

Figure 84 Interslice forces according to Spencer method

where:
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αi
βi
δi
ϕi
hi
xi
ci
Fs
Gi
Fli
Ni
Fsi
Fwi
Li
Wi
xi

Slide plane angle [◦ ]
Slope angle [◦ ]
Interslice force angle [◦ ]
Internal friction angle along slip surface [◦ ]
Slice height [m]
Slice width [m]
Cohesion along slip surface [kN/m2 ]
Safety factor [-]
Weight [kN]
Interslice force [kN]
Effective normal force at bottom [kN]
Shear force along the bottom [kN]
Water force on slope [kN]
Length of sliding plane [m]
Water pressure against bottom [kN]
Distance interslice force – sliding plane [m]

Fwi =

σwater × bi
cos αi

(7.59)

Gi = σ × bi

(7.60)

Wi = u × b i

(7.61)

Fleft;i = Fright;i-1

(7.62)

The difference in the top and bottom angle θ is

θi = αi − βi

(7.63)

The additional force Fslice on the slice is calculated as follows

Fslice = Fw,i sin(θi ) − Gi sin(αi ) +

ci Li Fw,i sin(θi ) + Gi sin(αi ) − Wi Li
+
Fs
Fs
(7.64)
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The fraction at the left and right side of the slice are defined as follows

fleft,i = cos(αi−1 − δi ) +

tan ϕi−1
× sin(αi−1 − δi )
Fs

(7.65)

and

fright,i = cos(αi − δi ) +

tan ϕi
× sin(αi − δi )
Fs

(7.66)

Calculation of the interslice force Fli at intersection i:

Fl,i+1 =

fright,i × Fl,i + Fslice
fleft,i+1

(7.67)

The interslice force is considered as a resultant of three forces acting on a slice side:

•

shear force along this side

•

effective normal force

•

water force

The angle of interslice forces of the first and last (fictitious) interslice force is set to
zero implying horizontal forces. The angles of the other forces are set to δ . The
fictitious interslice force acting on the first slice is zero. Now the (fictitious) force
needed to ensure equilibrium at the end of the slide plane can be calculated.
The projected interslice forces in x and z direction are

Fl,i,x = Fl,i cos δi

(7.68)

Fl,i,z = Fl,i sin δi

(7.69)

1
fz,i = xi−1 + bi tan αi
2

(7.70)

and
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By considering the equilibrium of moments round the center bottom point of the slice,
the position of the resultant of interslice force is found in the following way

1
fz,i Fl,i−1,x − 21 bi Fl,i−1,z
bi Fl,i,z − sin βi Fw,i 1
− 2
+ bi tan αi
zl,i =
Fl,i,x
Fl,i,x
2

(7.71)
The distance between the first fictitious interslice force and the sliding plane is zero.
Now, calculating from the first to the last but one slice, the distance can be calculated
between the last but one interslice force and the sliding plane. To keep the equilibrium
of moments a fictitious rest moment (Mrest ) is required for the last slice. Mrest can be
calculated in the following way:

1
Mrest = xproj,n+1 Fl,n,x − bn+1 Fl,n,z − Fw,n+1 αn+1 sin βn+1
2

(7.72)

For calculation of the rest moment, a working line for the rest force (Frest ) is defined by
the horizontal line through point M. The solution procedure of the Spencer method
consists of the search for F and δ in such a way that both Frest = 0 and Mrest = 0. The
search for the correct values for F and δ is carried out by means of an iterative model,
using the following steps:
•

Choose starting values for F and δ .

•

Iterate formula 1 until Frest = 0. F is adapted while δ is kept constant.

•

Iterate formula 2 and 3 with the final values of the interslice forces from step 2
until Mrest = 0. F is kept constant while δ is adapted.

•

With the values of F and δ that were gained by step 2 and 3, repeat the process
from step 2 until Frest = 0 and Mrest = 0.

Iteration of Equation (7.67) (step 2) is ended when the absolute value of rest force is
less than . Iteration of Equation (7.71) and Equation (7.72) (step 3) is ended when
the absolute value of the rest moment is less than . The complete iteration process is
ended when the absolute values of both the rest force and the rest moment are less
than 10◦ . As a starting value, a safety factor of 1.1 is assumed. The program
calculates a starting value for δ in the following way:

δstart =

δmin + δmax
2

(7.73)

In the calculation of the interslice forces from Equation (7.67), a division is made by
factor:

cos (αi − δi ) +

tan ϕ + sin (αi − δi )
Fs

(7.74)

At a certain combination of δ and F , this can lead to a division by zero. This critical
combination can be found by:

cos (αi − δi ) +
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(7.75)

This leads to:





δi,min

Fs
= αi − π + arctan −
tan ϕ

δi,max



Fs
= αi − arctan −
tan ϕ


(7.76)

or:
(7.77)

With this, the critical values of δi;max and δi;min can be calculated as a function of the
starting value of F . The maximum of all δi;max is δmax . The denominator of formula 2
includes cos(δi ). The denominator becomes zero when δ = - 21 π or δ = + 21 π .
When δmin is less than - 12 π , then δmin = - 21 π
When δmax is larger than + 12 π , then δmax = + 21 π
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8

Optimization procedures
The objective of the search algorithms is to find the slip plane with the minimum safety
factor FS (see chapter 7) given a limit equilibrium method.
In a geometry, an infinite number of slip planes can occur. Therefore, a search
algorithm needs to find which slip plane is representative.

8.1

Search area
Each optimization procedure needs a search area. A search area defines the limits of
the characteristics of the slip planes to be investigated. Each optimization procedure
will generate slip planes within these limits and earch of the slip plane with the lowest
safety factor. depending on the limit equilibrium method, the search areas are defined
in a different way.

8.1.1

Search area for Bishop
The search area for Bishop is defined by a rectangle and and a tangent scope. By
defining a square with centre points for slip circles and a number of tangent lines, all
combinations of possible slip planes are investigated. The search area is
three-dimensional a there are three parameters to be optimized (x, z and r).

8.1.2

Search area for Uplift-Van
The search area for Uplift-Van (see section 7.5) has two rectangular zones and an
area for the horizontal tangent lines. The search is five-dimensional as there is
another circle centre to be found.

8.1.3

Search area for Spencer
The Spencer calculation is based on an unconstrained plane with a number of
bending points including the start and end point (see section 7.6).
Each slip plane point represents a dimension and therefore the items in a dimension
represent the position of a bending point. For each dimension / bending point a
minimum and maximum point has to be provided. Each dimension is fixed with a
minimum value of 0 and a maximum value of 1.
In the optimization procedure, a bending point is determined between the minimum
and maximum point, depending on the item value. For the first and last point, these
point will be on the surface line and for all other points on a line between the minimum
and maximum point of that bending point.
The search area is N-dimensional, with N the number of bending points.
A generated slip plane can be invalid if the slip plane does not progress in x direction.
Such slip planes will be excluded.
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8.2

Slip plane constraints
A slip plane may need to meet additional constraints. The constraints can be defined
to prevent some slip planes from being calculated, because they are regarded as
harmless or impossible.

8.2.1

General constraints on all slip planes

8.2.1.1

Minimal circle depth
The minimal slice depth of the highest slice in the slip plane is input.

8.2.1.2

Minimal circle length
The minimal slice length is input. Default, the value is set to 0 meter, which means that
no check on the length will be performed. If the minimal slice length is > 0 m, then the
check will be performed.

8.2.1.3

Entry and exit point constraints
The entry point of a slip plane may be restricted in the X-direction.

8.2.2

Constraints on Spencer slip planes
Some limitations apply to Spencer slip plane, in order to get the most realistic slip
plane:

8.3

•

The slip plane must progress, so the X-coordinate of a next point must be
greater than the X-coordinate of a previous point

•

The angle between the slices can be limited by a maximum value, with a default
of 0◦ .

•

The thrust line in the soil body: the percentage of horizontal force-points in
slices must be more than a minimum value, with a default of 0%. This thrust line
is drawn in the results after a Spencer calculation.

Single slip plane
This is in fact no optimization procedure, because it will process only one slip plane. It
will be useful when the slip plane is already known or fixed, such as in a probabilistic
analysis.

8.4

Grid search (Bishop)
The grid search is defined by a set of calculations that are all executed. The result with
an optimum (minimum or maximum value) is said to be representative.
A grid search has a number of dimensions, called N. Each dimension contains a
number of numeric items. All item combinations, also called points, are evaluated with
a provided function. In essence, the grid search does no more that sequentially
evaluating all these points and return the point with the optimum value.
Each dimension has a number of items which should be evaluated. The items can be
defined as follows:

•
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•

an enumerated list of values

Possibly one item cannot be evaluated, because its input is regarded as invalid (see
section 8.2). In that case, not any number should be returned by the function. It will
never be regarded as the optimum.

8.4.1

Move grid if optimum is on edge
If, in any dimension, the optimum is on the edge of a dimension, the edge will be
extended one step in the direction of the edge. This extension can happen in several
dimensions at the same time.
Only dimensions with at least three items can be moved and the items should be
defined as minimum/maximum/steps. Per dimension this feature is optional.
This process will be repeated until the optimum is not on the edge of the dimension
area any more.

8.5

Genetic algorithm (Spencer)
The genetic algorithm is an optimization procedure used to find the representative slip
plane within the search area. A genetic algorithm is particularly efficient in solving
optimization problems that are not well suited for standard optimization algorithms,
including problems in which the objective function is discontinuous, non-differentiable,
stochastic, highly non-linear, or has a large number of variables. The genetic algorithm
follows the procedure from Figure 85.

8.5.1

General genetic algorithm
In a genetic algorithm, a population of candidate solutions (individuals) to an
optimization problem is evolved toward better solutions. Each candidate solution has a
set of properties. In the case of this kernel, a set of properties that describe the slip
plane. These properties evolve over a number of generations towards an optimal
solution.
The evolution starts from a population of randomly (parabolic) generated individuals
and is an iterative process, with the population in each iteration called a generation. In
each generation, the safety factor (fitness) of every individual in the population is
evaluated. This happens through a given limit equilibrium method (the fitness
function). Slip planes with a low safety factor are considered to be more fit.
When evolving from one generation to the next, two individuals are combined (see
section 8.5.1.1 and section 8.5.1.2) to make a new genome (individual). This genome
is possibly modified (mutated, see section 8.5.1.3) to form a new child. Two children
“fight” to decide which one will go to the next generation, see section 8.5.1.4. Elitism is
introduced (section 8.5.1.4) to make sure the best solution thus far will not be lost. The
algorithm terminates when a given number of generations have passed
(section 8.5.1.6).
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Figure 85 Procedure of the genetic algorithm

Default options are defined for a normal or thorough search. The options are defined
in the following sections.
8.5.1.1

Initialization
Like in any other optimization method an initial guess of the final outcome is required.
This guess concerns a choice of all individual genes in the population. In many
problems the influence of the individual genes is fully independent. By implication, a
random choice of the values of the genes between its appropriate limits is adequate.
In some problems a weak connection between the gene values is observed. An
example is a free slip plane in slope analysis. Such a plane must be as flexible as
possible in order to allow a wide variety of shapes. However, buckling planes will not
survive as they have a surplus of resisting power. It is better to exclude these already
at initialization.
From these perspectives, so far, two ways of initialization are defined:

•

Uniform:

gn − gmin
= ηn with 0 < ηn < 1
gmax − gmin
•

(8.1)

Parabolic:

gn − gmin
=
gmax − gmin

2

1
1 n−1


− 1 + ηB
if
< ηC < ∞
 (ηA − ηB )
2
 ηC N − 1
2

1 N −n
1

 (ηA − ηB )
− 1 + ηB if −∞ < ηC <
1 − ηC N − 1
2
(8.2)
with

0 < ηA < 1 and 0 < ηB < 1

In the uniform case every gene has its own random number. The corresponding value
of the gene ranges between its minimum and maximum value. These bounds may
even be different for every gene. The parabolic case is defined by three random
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numbers. They are chosen in such a way that the parabola for all genes ranges
between 0 and 1.
Note that ηc is the relative position of the parabola’s extreme. If this position is located
outside the gene’s position, the available space is not uniformly filled up, since the
extreme enforces an extra offset. Therefore, it could be decided to fix the extreme
always in the gene’s range, 0 < ηc < 1.

Figure 86 An entire population of uniformly defined individuals

Figure 87 An entire population of quadratically defined individuals

8.5.1.2

Parental selection
Selection options specify how the genetic algorithm chooses parents for the next
generation. The simplest selection method is a uniform random choice within the
population. Parents are selected according to their index:

P [m] = Gm

m = int (η M )

(8.3)

This selection type is implemented in the kernel. More advanced options exist, based
on the fitness scaling function or a remainder approach but are not (yet) implemented.
Crossover
The crossover rules realize the combination of two parents to form children for the next
generation. Several types are in use, which meet certain specific demands in the
problem at hand. Three of them are implemented in the kernel. The crossover mask is
a vector of choices: “0” for the mother and “1” for the father.
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Scattered
The father and mother are combined by having a completely random crossover mask.
This works well for a small genome with independent genes, like for Bishop’s and
Van’s method in slope stability. Mathematically, the crossover mask reads:

χ = (0|1)n

n = 1...N

(8.4)

For every index a random choice between “0” and “1” is performed. The “0” selects the
gene of the mother, the “1” the gene of the father. Visually, a scattered crossover looks
as follows.

Figure 88 Scattered crossover between two parents
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A scattered genome initiation is ineffective for a genome with (weakly) connected
genes, like a free slip surface in slope stability. Here, a random combination of well
balanced parents will create chaotic children and therefore rarely better solutions. One
of the other types is preferred, here.
Single Point
A single point crossover will combine the first part of one parent with the second part
of the other parent. Mathematically, it is defined:

χ = {0...0, 1...1}

(8.5)

For genome types which specify a coherent object, like a slip plane in slope stability, it
will facilitate a more smooth convergence. In that case, the beginning of one plane will
be combined with the end of another plane. Such a plane will be more successful than
a randomly shaped one.
paragraph*Double point
A double point crossover combines the middle of one slip plane with the edges of
another. The definition is:

χ = {0...0, 1...1, 0...0}
The figure below shows a double point crossover between two parents.
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(8.6)

Figure 89 Double point crossover between two parents
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Mutation
Mutation options specify how the genetic algorithm makes small random changes in
the individuals in the population to create mutation children. Mutation provides genetic
diversity and enables the genetic algorithm to search a broader space. Three options
are implemented in the kernel. The mutation mask is a vector of selected normalized
gene values, similar to the initialization in (2) and (3). Three masks are defined, a
jump, creep and an inversion.
Jump
Jump applies a completely random mutation mask

µ = ηn

n = 1...N

(8.7)

A jump is suitable in slope stability when Bishop’s or Van’s method are applied. It
helps finding the global minimum by jumping out of a local minimum. With Spencer’s
method, such a random change may paralyze the computation of the slip plane.
The jump method applies only for one point of the genome.

Figure 90 Left: initial genome; Right: genome after jump mutation
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Creep
Instead of choosing a random mutation, one can choose to mutate with a small
change. For example, one parameter can change 10% as a mutation.
The creep method applies only for one point of the genome. A Creep Reduction factor
must be specified. This reduction factor is the maximum percentage a point can
change. The mutation is random between zero and the maximum percentage.

Figure 91 Left: initial genome; Right: genome after creep mutation

Inversion
An inversion is the inverse of the entire genome. It can be implemented in different
ways. One can only inverse in one direction, for example the height of the Spencer
slices. For Bishop’s method one can change the X and Y value of the genome, or
mirror the X and mirror the Y relative to the boundary conditions. Not all inverses are
possible. With Van’s method it is useless to inverse the two slip circles because their
positions cannot be interchanges without violating the consistency rules of the
program.

Figure 92 Left: initial genome; Right: genome after inversion

8.5.1.4

Child selection
The routine uses “tournament selection” to determine the strongest child. This means
that the program chooses the individual with the highest fitness (i.e. lowest safety
factor) to on to the next generation. This causes quick conversion to a minimum but
little diversion

8.5.1.5

Elitism
The genetic algorithm uses elitism. The elite is passed directly through to the next
generation. The size of the elite is variable.
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8.5.1.6

Stop Criterion
The search terminates after a fixed number of generations. This number is variable.

8.5.1.7

Chaos in the algorithm
A genetic algorithm ought to be completely chaotic. The disadvantage of starting with
a “random seed” is that every run will result in a slightly different answer. This makes it
very difficult as a given problem does not result in a unique answer. The kernel does
not use a “random seed” for drawing random numbers and will therefor always return
exactly the same answer.

8.6

APSO algorithm (Uplift-Van)
The APSO (Adaptive Particle Swarm Optimization) algorithm is an algorithm that uses
a population and performs a number of steps to improve a population. The algorithm
uses particles. Each particle consists of a number of parameters, such as a
coordinate in a sliding plane. The parameter values are normalized, so they all have a
value between 0 and 1. Of each particle the model result is calculated.
The step from one population to the next is given by

(
Xit+1
,APSO =

rc < C (1 − β) Xit + βBit + αra
rc > C Xit

(8.8)

with

α = δt

(8.9)

where

i
X
t
B
C
β
δ
rc

is the index number of the parameter in the particle;

ra

is a random number, generated per parameter, particle and generation
[-1, 1];

represents the particle;
is the generation step in the iteration process;
is the best particle found so far;
is a given cross over fraction [0, 1];
is the parameter convergence factor [0, 1];
is the parameter step size [0.1, 0.99];
is a random number, generated per parameter, particle and generation
[0, 1];

The algorithm keeps an elite, which consists of the best particles found so far. The
elite has size K . To improve the population, the APSO algorithm is combined with a
differential evolution algorithm, which is defined by
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(
t+1
XDE,
i

=

t
t
t
t
rc < C Bit + F × Er1,
i − Er2,i + Er3,i − Er4,i
rc > C Xit


(8.10)

where

F
is the given differential weight;
E
are particles in the elite;
r1, r2, r3, r4 are random index numbers in the elite;

Combining these algorithms, the next particle is defined as

(
Xit+1 =

t+1
rs < S XAPSO,
i
t+1
rs > S XDE,i

(8.11)

where

S

is the APSO/DE separation factor, which linearly declines from 0.9 in
the first generation to 0.1 in the last generation;

rs

is a random number, generated per particle and generation [0, 1];

Using a random factor, in each iteration and per each particle it is decided whether the
new particle comes from Equation (8.8) or from Equation (8.10). This is a random
process which uses the APSO/DE separation factor S . Next there is another random
process, which uses the cross over fraction C , which decides per parameter in the
particle whether the value comes from from Equation (8.8) or from Equation (8.10).
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9

External loads
Objective
To calculate the stress σload due to external loads given a requested location (x, z).

9.1

Line loads
A line load can be placed in or on the soil structure, and is assumed to continue
infinitely in the direction perpendicular to the geometry plane. The angle of the load
can be chosen freely, as long as there is a vertical downward component. The
distribution angle determines the way the load spreads in the soil structure.

Figure 93 Line load

The width ∆σg over which the load is spread at a location (x, z ) is found by rotating
the system around the application point (xload , zload ) of the load by the direction angle
θ. The translated point becomes

xrot = (x − xload ) × cos θ − (z − zload ) × sin θ + xload
zrot = (z − zload ) × cos θ + (x − xload ) × sin θ + zload
where

θ
x
z
xload
zload
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is the angle of load with the vertical axis, in radians;
is the X co-ordinate of the requested location, in m;
is the Z co-ordinate of the requested location, in m;
is the X co-ordinate of line load, in m;
is the Z co-ordinate of line load, in m;
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(9.1)
(9.2)

The influence zone of the line is limited by a distribution angle. The influence limits
xrot;infl;start and xrot;infl;end at a given zrot are given by

xrot;infl;start = xload − (zload − zrot ) × tan δ
xrot;infl;end = xload + (zload − zrot ) × tan δ

(9.3)
(9.4)

where

δ

is the load distribution angle, in radians.

Note: If the distribution zone of the line load intersects the surface line, the distribution
zone is still limited by xrot;infl;start and xrot;infl;end and is not bounded by the soil width.
In case the distribution angle δ is zero, the influence zone would become zero. This is
not allowed, because the pressure would become infinite at an infinitely small
influence zone. In that case the influence zone is set to a small value ∆σg;min , default
value 0.01 m. The influence zone ∆σg over which the load is spread, becomes

(
∆σg =

θ > 0 xrot;infl;end − xrot;infl;start
θ = 0 ∆σg;min

(9.5)

The vertical pressure, which is the load divided by the width ∆σg , is:

(
σload =

xrot;infl;start ≤ xrot ≤ xrot;infl;end

F ×cos θ
∆σg

xrot < xrot;infl;start ∨ xrot > xrot;infl;end 0

(9.6)

where

σload
F
θ

is the stress due to the line load at the requested location, in kN/m2 ;
is the magnitude of the line load, in kN;
is the angle of load with the vertical axis, in radians;

Note: The line load can be situated in or on the soil structure.
Besides an increase of the total stress, line loads located in the confines of the slip
circle also contributes to the driving moment of the slip circle. This moment is added to
the driving load moment. See section 7.3.1.3.
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9.2

Uniform loads

Figure 94 Uniform Load

The influence zone of a uniform load is limited by a distribution angle. The influence
limits xinfl;start and xinfluence;end at a given z are given by

xinfl;start = xstart − (zstart − z) × tan δ
xinfl;end = xend + (zend − z) × tan δ

(9.7)
(9.8)

where

xstart
zstart
xend
zend
δ

is the horizontal co-ordinate where load starts, in m;
is the vertical co-ordinate where load starts, in m NAP;
is the horizontal co-ordinate where load ends, in m;
is the vertical co-ordinate where load ends, in m;
is the distribution angle of the load, in degree;

Note: If the distribution zone of the uniform load intersects the surface line, the
distribution zone is still limited by xrot;infl;start and xrot;infl;end and is not bounded by the
soil width.
The uniform load(s) will increase the total stress. This increase at a given location (x,
z ) is calculated using the following formula:

(
σload =
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xinfl;start ≤ x ≤ xinfl;end

xend −xstart
xinfl;end −xinfl;start

x < xinfl;start ∨ x > xinfl;end 0
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×q

(9.9)

where

σload
q
xstart
xend
xinfl;start

is the increase of the total stress, in kN/m2 ;

xinfl;end

is the horizontal co-ordinate where load has influence at z , see Equation (9.7);

δ

is the distribution angle of the load, in degree;

is the magnitude of the distributed load, in kN/m2 ;
is the horizontal co-ordinate where load starts, in m;
is the horizontal co-ordinate where load ends, in m;
is the horizontal co-ordinate where load has influence at z , see Equation (9.7);

Besides an increase of the total stress, the load also contributes to the driving moment
of the slip plane. The part of the load located within the confines of a slip circle creates
a moment around the slip-circle center point (See section 7.3.1.3). This moment is
added to the total driving moment.

9.3

Earthquake
In D-Stability it is possible to simulate the influences of earthquake forces. The
earthquake forces induce several forces, stresses and moments. The influences of
these earthquake forces are incorporated in D-Stability by so-called earthquake
coefficients. These coefficients give the mass (of soil and water) an additional
horizontal and vertical acceleration. Earthquake is taken into account in section 5.4
and section 7.3.1.4.
Earthquake forces will generate excess pore pressures in layers that are not fully
drained. The pressure σquake;soil generated by the earthquake is

σquake;soil (x, z) = av × σsoil

(9.10)

where

av
σsoil

is the given vertical acceleration coefficient;
is the soil weight at (x,z ) , see Equation (4.1) ;

The earthquake pressure includes the change in hydrostatic pressure due to vertical
quake component, which is:

σquake;water (x, z) = av × uhydro
where

av
uhydro
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is the vertical acceleration coefficient;
is the hydrostatic pore pressure (see Equation (4.3)) ;
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(9.11)

9.4

Tree on slope
The effect of the wind in the trees is equivalent to the effect of two uniform loads at
both sides of the application point, one positive, the other one negative (Figure 95).

Figure 95 Representation of the effect of wind on trees

The uniform loads are generated in such a way that they reflect the moment, caused
by the wind on the tree, around the root of the tree. Note that negative loads are not
drawn in the profile inspector, so the effect can only be seen on one side of the tree.
This moment is

Mtree = −Fwind × +h

(9.12)

where

Fwind
h

is the magnitude of the wind, in kN/m;
is the height of the tree (the application point of the wind), in m;

The uniform loads will have a magnitude, in such a way that they would lead to the
same moment. The magnitude of the equivalent uniform load q is:

q=

Mtree
(w/2)2

(9.13)

where

w

is the horizontal width of the root zone, in m.

Using Equation (9.9), the increase of stress at location (x, z ) at the left and at the right
side within the influence zone are:

σtree;left =
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−q × w
w + 2 × (zsurface − z) × tan δ
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(9.14)

σtree;right =

q×w
w + 2 × (zsurface − z) × tan δ

(9.15)

where

zsurface is the z -coordinate at the surface line at x;

and leads to the total stress of the tree σtree

σtree = σtree;left + σtree;right
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(9.16)

10

Reinforcements
Objective: To calculate the resisting moment due to reinforcements

10.1

Resisting moment from geotextiles
Geotextiles can be used to reinforce and improve the stability of slopes. The geotextile
introduces a force that can act at the boundary of a slip circle (see Figure 96).

Figure 96 Resisting contribution by geotextiles

When calculating the safety factor, an extra resisting moment due to the geotextile
MR;geotextile is introduced:

MR;geotextile = R × S × cos α

(10.1)

with:

S=
Lmin

Lmin
× Tf ≤ Tf
Lred
q

q
2
2
2
2
= min
(Xstart − Xinter ) + (Ystart − Yinter ) ; (Xend − Xinter ) + (Yend − Yinter )

where:

Lmin
Lred
R
S
Tf
(Xinter ; Yinter )
(Xstart ; Ystart )
(Xend ; Yend )
α
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is the minimum embedding length, in m;
is the defined reduction area in m;
is the radius of the slip circle;
is the mobilized tensile strength in kN;
is the defined tensile strength in kN/m;
is the intersection point between the slip circle and the geotextile;
is the defined start point of the geotextile;
is the defined end point of the geotextile;
is the angle between the geotextile and the tangent line along the
circle where the geotextile intersects the slip circle, in degrees.
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Note: If the minimum embedding length Lmin is larger than the reduction area Lred ,
then 100% of the strength is mobilized (i.e. S = Tf ).
The contribution of the geotextile depends on the vertical distance between the slip
circle center and the geotextile. Therefore, for acquiring a larger safety factor, it is
required that this distance is relatively large. Only geotextiles that intersect a slip circle
contribute to the resisting moment.

10.2

Resisting moment from nails
Soil nailing is a technique to reinforce and strengthen the existing ground by installing
closely spaced steel bars, called nails. The bars are usually installed into a pre-drilled
hole and then grouted into place or drilled and grouted simultaneously. They are
usually installed at a slight downward inclination. A rigid or flexible facing (often
pneumatically applied concrete otherwise known as shotcrete) or isolated soil nail
heads may be used at the surface.
Nails are taken into account in the calculation by considering the forces generated at
the intersection with the slip circle (Figure 97):
•
•

the lateral force FN , parallel to the nail;
the shear force FD , perpendicular to the nail.

Figure 97 Resisting contribution by nails

The design method used for the calculation of both forces FN and FD is based on the
Clouterre recommendations (Clo, July 1993) considering four failure criteria:
•
•
•
•

section 10.2.1 the tensile resistance at the soil-nail interface is reached;
section 10.2.2 the soil fails in bearing below the nail;
section 10.2.3 the tensile and shear resistance of the nail is reached;
section 10.2.4 the (stiff) nail breaks in bending.

The vector Fnail (FN , FD ) must be located within the stability domain satisfying the four
criteria mentioned above. The program determines the vector giving the maximum FN
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and the minimum FD . This is illustrated in Figure 98 where criteria 1 and 3 are
relevant.

Figure 98 Representation of the four criteria in the FN − FD diagram to determine Fnail

Influence of the critical angle
Depending on the value of α (angle between the nail and the tangent line along the
circle where the nail intersects the slip circle) compared to the value of the critical
angle αcritical , FN or FD can be neglected:
•

If α < αcritical , the shear force is neglected:

FN = min (FN;1 ; Fy )
FD = 0
•

(10.2)

If α ≥ 90◦ − αcritical , the lateral force is neglected:

FN = 0

(10.3)



Fy
FD = min FD;2 ; ; FD;4
2
where:

FN;1

is the limit resistance to pull-out between ground and bond, given by Equation (10.6);

FD;2

is the limit shear force when soil fails in bearing below the nail, given by
Equation (10.9);

FD;4

is the limit shear force when nail breaks in bending, given by Equation (10.14);

Fy

is the yield force in tension, as input value;

The total force in the nail is:

Fnail
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(10.4)

The extra resisting moment MR;nail due to the nail is:

MR;nail = MD + MN

(10.5)

with:

MD = Fnail × cos δ × R
MN = Fnail × sin δ × tan ϕcalc × R
where:

MD

is the moment due to the projection of Fnail on the tangent line along the
circle, in kNm;

MN
r
δ

is the moment due to soil friction, in kNm;
is the radius of the slip circle, in m;
is the angle between the nail force Fnail and the tangent line along the circle
where the nail intersects
 the slip circle:

δ = α − arctan
α

FD
FN

is the angle between the nail and the tangent line along the circle where the
nail intersects the slip circle

ϕcalc is the effective friction angle of the soil at the intersection point, see Equation (6.12).

10.2.1

Tensile resistance at soil-nail interaction during pull-out
Reaching the pull-out capacity of soil nails can be assessed by the following criteria:

FN ≤ FN;1 = τmax × π × D × La

(10.6)

where:

τmax

is the ultimate frictional resistance to pull-out between ground and bonded
length, in kN/m2 . If Input of ultimate shear stress along nail is selected, then
τmax is determined using a stress table using distance Lshear . If Input of
bond stress diagram (sigma, tau) is selected, then τmax is determined using
the bond stress table.

D
is the borehole diameter, in m;
La
is the adherence length beyond the failure surface, in m.
Lshear is the distance from nail head used in the shear stress curve (L – τmax
curve), in 
m:

 L2 + 0.5 L1 if facing or bearing plate is used
Lshear =
L2 + 0.5 L1 if no facing or bearing plate is used and if L1 < L2


0.5 L2
if no facing or bearing plate is used and if L1 ≥ L2
L1
is the length from failure surface to end nail, in m;
L2
is the length from failure surface to head nail, in m: L2 = L − L1 .
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10.2.2

Soil/nail normal reaction: soil fails in bearing below the nail
The nail is consider as a beam on elastic supports (i.e. soil):

EI

d4 y
+ Es × y = 0
dz 4

(10.7)

where
is the stiffness of the nail, in kNm2 ;

EI
Es

is the Young’s modulus of the soil determined from the following empirical
formula, in kN/m2 :

Es =
α
CR

α × σv0


CR × 92 2.65α + 61 α


is the rheological coefficient of the soil, in m;
is the compression ratio of the soil:

CR =
σv0

Cc
1 + e0

is the effective stress at the intersection point between the nail and the slip
circle (see Equation (5.10)).

The soil plastification occurs at:

y=

pu × D
Es

(10.8)

The limit shear force is therefore:

FD;2 =

1
2

× pu × D × L0

(10.9)

where

pu

is the ultimate lateral stress. In D-Stability , it can either be:
– user-defined if Input of ultimate lateral stress along nail is selected. In this
case, pu is determined using the lateral stress table using distance L2 .
– automatically calculated by the program if Use soil parameters c, phi / su
is selected. In this case, the program uses the following empirical formulas,
2
depending
 on the shear strength model, in kN/m :

 3 σ 0 × K with K = 1 + sin ϕcalc for c,ϕ models
p
p
v
1 − sin ϕcalc
pu =
 9s
for su models
u
D
L0

is the borehole diameter, in m;
is the reference length, in m, defined as:


L0 =
L2
σv0
ϕcalc
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4EI
Es

1
4

is the length from failure surface to head nail, in m.
is the effective stress at the intersection point (see Equation (5.10)).
is the effective friction angle of the soil at the intersection point (see Equation (6.12)).
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10.2.3

Tensile and shear resistance of the nail
The maximum shear stress criterion, also known as Tresca’s criterion, predicts that
failure of a ductile material (e.g. nail in this case) occurs when the maximum shear
stress (τmax ) at a given point in the nail reaches the yield shear stress (τy ) obtained
from a uni-axial tensile test:

τmax = τy

(10.10)

With respect to 2D stress, the maximum shear stress (τmax ) is related to the difference
in the two principal stresses σ1 and σ3 by the following equation:

τmax = 21 (σ1 − σ3 )

(10.11)

For a tensile test, σ1 = σ and σ3 = 0, so that:

τmax = 21 σ

(10.12)

Similarly, the yield strength in shear (τy ) is related to the yield strength in tension (σy )
by:

τy = 21 σy

(10.13)

Figure 99 Representation of the Tresca’s criterion by Mohr’s circle

To represent this yield criterion graphically, Mohr’s circles are used (Figure 99). It
indicates that the yielding occurs if the radius of the Mohr’s circle reaches τy , which
writes:

r2 = τ 2 +

2
1
σ
2

≤ τy2 =

2
1
σ
2 y

(10.14)

After integration of this equation over the cross-section S of the nail, the maximum
shear stress criterion finally becomes:

4FD2 + FN2 ≤ Fy2

(10.15)

where Fy = S × σy is the yield force in tension.

10.2.4

Soil/nail normal reaction: nail breaks in bending
The plastification of the nail occurs for a limit shear force of:

FD;4

Mmax
= 1.62
L0



FN
1−
Fy

2 !
+ 0.24 × pu × D × L0

where:
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(10.16)

D
Fy
pu
L0

is the borehole diameter, in m;
is the provided yield force in tension;
is the ultimate lateral stress, see Equation (10.9);
is the reference length, in m, defined as:


L0 =
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11

Waternet Creator
The waternet creator creates water pressures in the geometry based on parameters
and boundary conditions. It is one of serval ways to determine the water pressures in
the cross section.

11.1

Waternet lines
The waternet creator generates waternet lines for both inwards and outwards
calculations.
The waternet creator goes through a number of steps to generate pore pressures:
1 Validation of soil profile (section 11.1.1);
2 Validation of the hydraulic conditions (section 11.1.2);
3 Schematisation of phreatic plane (section 11.1.3);
4 Schematisation of the waternet-lines and their associated piezometric heads
(section 11.1.4);
5 Calculation of pore pressures by means of waternet-lines (section 11.1.5).
Note: When using the automatic procedure, the unit weight of water γw is set equal
to 9.81 kN/m3 .

11.1.1

Conditions under which the automatic generation works
Under certain circumstances, the kernel must be able to produce the water pressures
in the geometry. If the following circumstances are met, the water pressures will be
schematized following the guidelines [Technisch Rapport Waterspanningen bij dijken
(2004)] during a high water tide.
The requirements to automatically produce water pressures are as follows:

11.1.2

•

Minimum of one and maximum of two aquifers;

•

The aquifers reach from one boundary to the other (CNS 8);

•

The generator only works if the high water table is on the left side.

Required input
For the schematisation of the phreatic lane and the piezometric heads, a distinction is
made between four geo-hydrological scenario’s:
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•

Case 1A : Clay dike on underground with clay and peat layers (see Figure 100);

•

Case 1B : Clay dike on underground with sand layers (see Figure 100);

•

Case 2A : Sand dike on underground with clay and peat layers (see Figure 101);

•

Case 2B : Sand dike on underground with sand layers (see Figure 103).
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The parameters listed in Table 9 are required to generate the water pressures.
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Table 9 Parameters for generating water pressures in geometry, inner stability

Symbol
Dike/bottom
material
Zpolder
MHW
GHW

ϕPL2;in

m NAP
m NAP
m NAP
m NAP

ϕPL2;out

m NAP

Lintrusion

m

λPL3;in
λPL3;out
λPL4;in
λPL4;out

m
m
m
m
bool

Use default
offsets
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Unit

Adjust PL3
and PL4 for
uplift

bool

Aoffset;user

m

Boffset;user

m

Coffset;user

m

Doffset;user

m

ZB;initial

m NAP

ZC;initial

m NAP

Drain pipe

bool

Xdrain

m

Zdrain

m NAP

Description
Choice between four geo-hydrological scenario’s: 1A, 1B,
2A and 2B, see above for more information.
The water level in the ditches in the polder.
Outside high water level.
Mean high water level.
The hydraulic head of PL2 inwards at the top of the penetration zone of the deep compressible layers. When there
are no specific measurements available, then the mean
high water level (GHW) is the recommended input.
The hydraulic head of PL2 outwards at the top of the
penetration zone of the deep compressible layers. When
there are no specific measurements available, then the
mean high water level (GHW) is the recommended input.
The intrusion length is the height of the penetration zone
of the water pressures into an aquitard. This is the zone
at the bottom of the deep compressible layers, where the
piezometric head is affected by fluctuations in the first
aquifer below. This is an input value. In practice, the intrusion length is set to 3.0 m for tidal areas, and to 1.0 m
for the other areas.
The inward leakage length in the aquifer related to PL3.
The outward leakage length in the aquifer related to PL3.
The inward leakage length in the aquifer related to PL4.
The outward leakage length in the aquifer related to PL4.
If true, the default offsets will be used. If false, the
user-defined values (Aoffset;user , Boffset;user , Coffset;user and
Doffset;user ) will be used.
If true and if uplift indeed occurs, PL3 and PL4 will be
lowered to a value in which uplift just no longer occurs.
Refer to section 11.1.4.3 for more details. If false, PL3
and PL4 will not be adjusted.
The user-defined offset for the creation of PL1 (phreatic
lane) under outer crest line.
The user-defined offset for the creation of PL1 (phreatic
lane) under inner crest line.
The user-defined offset for the creation of PL1 (phreatic
lane) under inner shoulder.
The user-defined offset for the creation of PL1 (phreatic
lane) under inside toe.
The initial height of PL1 (phreatic lane) under outer crest
line.
The initial height of PL1 (phreatic lane) under inner crest
line.
The availability of a drain pipe. If true, the coordinates
of the middle of the drain pipe (Xdrain and Zdrain ) must be
given.
(Only relevant if a drain pipe is present) The horizontal
X-coordinate of the drain pipe, if present.
(Only relevant if a drain pipe is present) The vertical Zcoordinate of the drain pipe, if present.
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The outward calculations, the level of the phreatic plane at river side is GLW instead of
GHW.

11.1.3

Schematisation of phreatic plane
In D-Stability the phreatic plane is referred to as “Phreatic Line”.
The procedure sets out the location of the phreatic line at a maximum of 6 points: A to
F, see figures below. The level of the phreatic line is defined by entering a number of
vertical offsets relative to the outer water level or the ground level. The location of the
phreatic line between the points is determined on the basis of linear interpolation.
Lower levels relative to the reference point/plane are stated as positive values. When
schematizing a rise in the phreatic plane under the crest, the offset should be stated
as a negative value.
Table 10 lists the created points of the phreatic plane for all the scenario’s.
Table 10 Schematisation of the phreatic plane for the different scenario’s
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Point
Cases 1A and 1B
Clay dikes
(see Figure 100)

Case 2A
Sand dike on clay)
(see Figure 101)

Case 2B
Sand dike on sand
(see Figure 103)

A Intersection of the river
water level with the outer
slope (determined automatically).

Intersection of the river
level with the outer slope
(determined
automatically).

Intersection of the river
water level with the outer
slope (determined automatically).

B River water level minus
offset, with default offset
1 m, limited by minimum
value ZB;initial , see section 11.1.3.2.

River water level minus
offset, with default offset 0.5 × (ZA − ZE ),
limited
by
minimum
value ZB;initial , see section 11.1.3.2.

Linear interpolation between point A and point
E, limited by minimum
value ZB;initial , see section 11.1.3.2.

C River water level minus
offset, with default offset
1.5 m, limited by minimum value ZC;initial , see
section 11.1.3.2.

Linear interpolation between point B and point
E, limited by minimum
value ZC;initial , see section 11.1.3.2.

Linear interpolation between point A and point
E, limited by minimum
value ZC;initial , see section 11.1.3.2.

D Linear interpolation between point C and point
E, unless the user defines an offset Doffset;user
with respect to the surface level.

Linear interpolation between point B and point
E, unless the user defines an offset Doffset;user
with respect to the surface level.

Linear interpolation between point A and point
E, unless the user defines an offset Doffset;user
with respect to the surface level.

E Surface level at dike toe
minus offset, with default
offset 0 m.

Surface level at dike
toe
minus
offset,
with
default
offset
−0.25 × (ZA − ZE ).

Surface level at dike
toe
minus
offset,
with
default
offset
−0.25 × (ZA − ZE ).

F Intersection point polder
level with ditch (is determined automatically).

Intersection point polder
level with ditch (is determined automatically).

Intersection point polder
level with ditch (is determined automatically).
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Note: : For sand dike (i.e. case 2A and 2B), if a drainage construction is present in
the dike (see Figure 102 and Figure 104), the phreatic plane goes directly to the
middle of the drainage construction (after point A) and does not pass along the inner
slope (i.e. segment before point E in Figure 101). The phreatic line, as result of the
drainage, can not be situated below the water polder level.

Figure 100 Schematisation of the phreatic plane for clay dikes (scenario’s 1A and 1B)

Figure 101 Schematisation of the phreatic plane for sand dike on clay/peat underground (scenario 2A), without drainage construction

Figure 102 Schematisation of the phreatic plane for sand dike on clay/peat underground (scenario 2A), with drainage construction
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Figure 103 Schematisation of the phreatic plane for sand dike on sand underground (scenario
2B), without drainage construction

Figure 104 Schematisation of the phreatic plane for sand dike on sand underground (scenario
2B), with drainage construction

11.1.3.1

Particular cases
The checks below apply to the four scenario’s.
Free water
The procedure must check that the phreatic plane along the dike does not extend
beyond the slope. If this the case, the location is automatically adapted to follow the
surface level one centimeter lower.
Free water in the polder side is allowed. However the polder water level is limited by
the surface level outside (right geometry boundary).
No ditch, no shoulder
If there is no shoulder, point D will be omitted. If there is no ditch, the offset at point E
will be continued with a limit of 1 cm below the surface line.
Phreatic line goes up
The procedure must ensure that the location of the phreatic plane is not below the
stated polder level at points D and E as a result of the stated offsets. If this is the case,
the location of the phreatic plane will automatically be matched to the polder level. In
addition, the procedure must ensure that the phreatic plane at points D and E is not
higher than at the preceding points (see Figure 4.4). Point C may be higher than point
B.

11.1.3.2
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Minimum values below dike crest
The phreatic levels at points B and C is limited by user-defined minimal values:
•

Zmin;crest river , the minimum value below the dike top at river;

•

Zmin;crest polder , the minimum value below the dike top at polder.
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The minimum value below point B when point B does not correspond to the dike top at
river must be deduced by interpolation or extrapolation between points (Xcrest river ;
Zmin;crest river ) and (Xcrest polder ; Zmin;crest polder .

11.1.4

Schematisation of the piezometric heads
Table 11 gives an overview of the various piezometric lines and associated
schematisation.
Table 11 Overview and description of piezometric lines

11.1.4.1

Piezometric
line

Description

Phreatic line

For stability calculations with a stationary phreatic plane.
schematisation for PL1 is described in section 11.1.3.

PL2

The pore pressure at the top of the penetration layer. The PL2 is not
affected by the piezometric head in the underlying aquifer and it is
constant (in other words, there is no damping) over the entire width
of the cross-section. The user enters the value for PL2, as well as
the thickness of the penetration layer. PL2 will be created only if the
thickness of the penetration layer > 0 m.

PL3

Pore pressure in the bottom aquifer. The form of PL3 is given in
Table 13. The value for PL3 at the inner toe depends on the stated
leakages lengths λPL3;in and λPL3;out . These leakage lengths express
the degree to which PL3 is damped to PL2. A high value means no
damping (PL3 is constant). And a low value suggests full damping to
PL2. If no value has been entered for PL2, the polder water level will
be used.

PL4

Pore pressure in an intermediate aquifer (if present). The schematisation for PL4 is similar to that described for PL3. However, PL3
should be read as PL4.
Note: Both PL3 and PL4 use different leakage lengths.

The

Schematisation of piezometric head PL2
For the schematisation of PL2, a linear interpolation is used between the hydraulic
head of PL2 inwards ϕPL2;out at left geometry boundary and the hydraulic head of PL2
outwards ϕPL2;in at right geometry boundary.

ϕ2 (X) =

ϕ2;in − ϕ2;out
× (X − Xleft ) + ϕ2;out
Xright − Xleft

(11.1)

Table 12 Points of PL2

Point
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Left

X-coordinate
[m]
Xleft is the left geometry boundary

Right

Xright is the right geometry boundary

Z-coordinate
[m NAP]
Zleft = ϕPL2;out with ϕPL2;out <
GHW
Zright = ϕPL2;in with ϕPL2;in <
GHW
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11.1.4.2

Schematisation of piezometric heads PL3 and PL4
Table 13 lists the created points of PL3 and PL4.
Note: For scenario “Sand dike on sand” (2B), only PL1 (Phreatic line) is created (not
PL2, PL3 and PL4) even if one or more aquifers are present and the pore pressures
are hydrostatic (i.e. with respect to the phreatic line).
Note: For scenario “Clay dike on sand” (1B), PL4 will not be created even if an
in-between aquifer is present.
Table 13 Points of head lines PL3 and PL4

Point

Scenario’s 1A and 2A
Dike on clay
(see Figure 105)

Left geometry
boundary

ϕ3 = ϕ4 = MHW

Outer
dike
teen

ϕ3 = ϕ4 = MHW

Outer
dike top

ϕ3 = ϕ3;crest out (see Equation (11.2))
ϕ4 = ϕ4;crest out (see Equation (11.3))
ϕ3 calculated with Equation (11.4)
ϕ4 calculated with Equation (11.5)

Inner
dike
teen
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Scenario 1B
Clay dike on sand
(see Figure 106)

Linear interpolation

ϕ3 = ϕ4 = surface level

or linearly interpolated in cases where uplift
occurs in a uplift zone of 20 m (for shorter
zone where uplift occurs, it is not linearly interpolated).

First
uplift
location

ϕ3 calculated with Equation (11.4) and max-

First
uplift
location
+ 20 m

ϕ3 calculated with Equation (11.4) and max-

Right
geometry
boundary

ϕ3 calculated with Equation (11.4) and for sit-

not applicable

imum the uplift potential.
ϕ4 calculated with Equation (11.5) and maximum the uplift potential.
not applicable

imum the uplift potential.
ϕ4 calculated with Equation (11.5) and maximum the uplift potential.
uations where uplift occurs PL3 goes down
with a slope 1:100 with respect to the uplift
potential in the uplift zone.
ϕ4 calculated with Equation (11.5) and for situations where uplift occurs PL4 goes down
with a slope 1:100 with respect to the uplift
potential in the uplift zone.
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ϕ3 = ϕ4 = surface level

Figure 105 Schematisation of the hydraulic heads for dikes on clay underground (scenario’s
1A and 2A)

Figure 106 Schematisation of the hydraulic heads for clay dike on sand underground (scenario 1B)

The formula’s for the calculation of ϕ3 and ϕ4 are:

ϕ4;crest out
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MHW − GHW

+ ϕ2 (XDikeTopRiver )
λPL3;out
1+
λPL3;in
MHW − GHW
=
+ ϕ2 (XDikeTopRiver )
λPL4;out
1+
λPL4;in

ϕ3;crest out =
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(11.2)

(11.3)

−∆X

λ
PL3;in
ϕ3 (X) = [ϕ3;crest out − ϕ2 (Xcrest out )] × exp
+ϕ2 (X)


−∆X


λ
PL4;in
ϕ (X) = [ϕ
− ϕ (X
)] × exp
+ϕ (X)






4

3;crest out

2

crest out

2

(11.4)

(11.5)

where:

λPL3;in
λPL3;out
λPL4;in
λPL4;out
GHW

ϕ2 (X)
∆X

is the user-defined inward leakage length, see Table 9;
is the user-defined outward leakage length, see Table 9;
is the user-defined inward leakage length, see Table 9;
is the user-defined outward leakage length, see Table 9;
is the user-defined mean high water level, see Table 9;
is head 2 at location X , calculated on basis of the gradient of PL2 between
the user-defined values ϕ2;out and ϕ2;in , see Equation (11.1);
is the distance between point X , an arbitrary punt lying on the polder side
of the dike, and de outer crest of the dike.

If this is no PL2, the polder level is used in Equation (11.2) until Equation (11.5).
11.1.4.3

Checking for uplift
If the input property “Adjust PL3/PL4 for uplift” (see Table 9) is enabled, the waternet
creator will determine whether there is any uplift from the inner toe to the inside
geometry limit. The formula from the VTV (2006) is used for this purpose, together
with the initial schematisation for the piezometric heads :

Fuplift =

σg
σw

(11.6)

If uplift is calculated within the uplift zone, PL3 and/or PL4 are lowered to a value in
which uplift just no longer occurs, in other words to the point at which there is an
unstable equilibrium (see Figure 107).
First uplift location
The check of uplift takes place for each geometry point, starting from the inner toe of
the dike, and also every 50 cm, so that for a descending surface level from dike toe
until inside geometry limit without in-between points the first uplift point can be
determined anyway.
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Figure 107 Lowering of piezometric head in the presence of uplift. D-Stability checks for uplift
starting at the inner toe and extending to the edge of the profile and adapts the piezometric
head accordingly until an unstable equilibrium is attained.

Uplift length
A fixed uplift zone length of 20 meters is assumed. After the uplift zone length of 20 m,
PL3 and PL4 go to PL2 with a slope of 1:100.

When there is a ditch present and the first uplift location is situated between innertoe
and the ditch, the uplift zone does not end at 20 meters after the first uplift location, but
ends at 20 meters after the ditch dike side. So the uplift zone can be longer than 20
meters.

11.1.5

Schematisation of the pore pressures by means of waternet-lines
The aquifers must be defined from bottom to top (in the direction of the surface). A
piezometric line (PL3) is assigned to the deep aquifer (see Figure 108). The pore
pressures in the penetration layer are schematised using PL2. PL4 will be allocated to
any additional aquifer (see Figure 109).
If several aquifers are stacked in succession one above the other, the same PL must
be allocated to all of them, assuming a hydrostatic range for the pore pressures. The
separation between the aquifer and cohesive layer is then determined by the top of the
highest aquifer in the stack.
For the purposes of the stability calculations, the piezometric heads are schematised
in the vertical direction using linear interpolation in the soft layers. A hydrostatic range
is assumed in the soil layers where the phreatic plane is located and the aquifers.
If two in-between aquifers or more are defined, only the highest in between aquifer is
relevant.
If the interpolation mode hydrostatic is given for a layer in the *.soil file, the kernel uses
this interpolation mode instead of the above (automatic). This user-defined
interpolation method must reach from one boundary to the other.
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Figure 108 Schematisation of pore pressures when there is a single aquifer

Figure 109 Schematisation of pore pressures when there is an in-between aquifer
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Reliability analysis

12

Introduction
Reliability approaches are commonly allowed to be used in standards like the
Eurocode and the Dutch WBI, for both structural and geotechnical design. Taking this
into account, the D-Stability software supports the following reliability approaches:
•
•

Semi-probabilistic analysis - chapter 14,
Full-probabilistic analysis with First Order Reliability Method (FORM) chapter 15,

All approaches require the definition of the stochastic variables (i.e. distribution type
and corresponding parameters) of the load and strength variables - see chapter 13.
The type of analysis can be chosen under Calculation - Settings. Here one can
choose a cacluation with deterministic values, mean values, characteristic values or a
fully probabilistic analysis (with a fixed slip circle and a fixed water level).
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13

Stochastic distributions
In order to support both the semi- and the full- probabilistic analyses, D-Stability
always applies a log-normal probability distribution for all stochastic variables. The
distribution is characterized by a mean µ and a standard deviation σ or a variation
coefficient V .

13.1
13.1.1

Distribution properties
Mean
To calculate the mean value of parameter x, one can straightforwardly evaluate the
following equation:
n

1X
µ (x) =
xi
n i=1

(13.1)

where n is the number of samples.

13.1.2

Standard deviation
The standard deviation quantifies the uncertainty in a parameter:

v
u
u
σ (x) = t

n

1 X
(xi − µ)2
n − 1 i=1

(13.2)

This uncertainty can also be defined with the variation coefficient V .

V =

σ
µ

(13.3)

where σ is the standard deviation and µ is the mean.
13.1.2.1

Determining standard deviation
In practice the following guidelines are used to determine a value for the standard
deviation (σtotal ) when processing soil test results. The input value of the standard
deviation is composed of a statistical contribution of several factors:
•
•
•

inherent soil variability
systematic uncertainty contribution by soil testing
the transformation from measurements to parameters

The D-Stability calculation assumes a homogeneous soil distribution. For a complete
description of the uncertainty in the soil the effect of spatial fluctuations in the standard
deviation must also be included. A suitable expression for the standard deviation can
be derived, by applying Vanmarcke’s random field theory (Vanmarcke, 1983).
Combination of this expression with a systematic contribution yields:

s
σtotal =
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2

(µ · Vsys ) +



1
+ Γ2 + γv · (1 − Γ2 )
n
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t
· σstat
u

2
(13.4)

with:
2

Γ =1−

1
nverticals

·

Pnverticals
i=1
2

2
σstat
,i

σstat



Dv
;1
γv = max π ·
dlayer

(13.5)

(13.6)

where

µ
σstat
n
Vsys
Γ

u
t
γv

13.1.3

is the mean value of the variable under study, x, as shown in Equation (13.1);
is the statistical standard deviation value of the variable under study, x, as
shown in Equation (13.2);
is the number of samples available for the variable under study, x;
is the variation coefficient V that quantifies the systematic uncertainty by
soil testing and by the transformation from measurements to parameters. A
usual value is 0.1 for cohesion, and 0.04 for the friction angle
defines the ratio between the average standard deviation along separate
verticals and the global standard deviation. Γ assumes the value 0 if the
standard deviation expresses the uncertainty in horizontal direction on the
mean value. Γ assumes the value 1 if the standard deviation expresses the
uncertainty in horizontal direction on a local value. A value of 0.5 is often
applicable (Γ2 = 0.25), assuming regular dimensions for (a) the width of the
shearing volume, (b) the horizontal correlation length and (c) the regions of
test sampling;
is the parameter from a normal distribution ΦN , which corresponds to the
following P (x < value) = ΦN (u) ;
is the parameter from a t-student distribution, which depends on the number
of samples n. The parameter becomes equal to u for large values of n;
defines the ratio between the vertical scale of fluctuation (correlation length)
Dv and the thickness of the layer dlayer that is intersected by the slip plane.
A usual value for Dv is 0.25 m.

Density functions
The Probability Density Function (PDF) f (x): This is a function which indicates the
likelihood of occurrence of a random chosen value x, relative to other values;
The Cumulative Density Function (CDF) F (x): This is a function which indicates the
probability that a random chosen value y is less or equal than x. It is related to f (x)
as

Z

x

F (x) = P (y < x) =

f (y) dy
−∞

13.2
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Distribution types
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(13.7)

13.2.1

Standard normal distribution
The standard normal distribution is a normal distribution with mean µ = 0 and
deviation σ = 1. The standard normal distribution is unlikely to occur in the real world,
but is used internally in probabilistic calculations.
The probability density function is

1
2
ϕ (u) = √ e−u /2
2π

(13.8)

and the cumulative density function, or in other words the non exceeding probability, is

Z

u

ϕ (v) dv

Φ (u) =

(13.9)

−∞

Since there is no closed form to express Φ, it is approximated by approximation
formula 26.2.17 for Normal Probability Function, Handbook of Mathematical
Functions, Abramowitz & Stegun.
Other distribution types are converted to the standard normal distribution. The
physical value in another distribution type, called x, is converted to a value u in the
standard normal distribution, in such a way that the non exceeding probability of x is
equal to the exceeding probability of u. With Φ the cumulative density function of the
standard normal distribution, the converted value u is

u (x) = Φ−1 (F (x))
13.2.2

(13.10)

Normal distribution
The cumulative density function is

Fnormal (x) = Φ (u)

(13.11)

with the conversion function to the standard normal distribution

u (x) =

x−µ
σ

(13.12)

or inversely

x (u) = µ + σ · u
where
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(13.13)

µ
σ
13.2.3

is the mean value, see Equation (13.1);
is the standard deviation, see Equation (13.2);

Log-normal distribution
If parameter y = ln(x) has a normal distribution, then parameter x has a log-normal
distribution. A log-normal distribution always yields values higher than a given shift
(usually 0, denoted by c). The normal and log-normal distributions are similar for small
ratios between the standard deviation and the mean.
The cumulative density function is

Flognormal (x) = Φ (u)

(13.14)

with the conversion function to the standard normal distribution

u (x) =

ln (x − c) − µ

σ

(13.15)

or inversely

x (u) = c + eµ+σ·u

(13.16)

When the mean m (see Equation (13.1)) and variance v (see Equation (13.2)) are
given, the location µ and scale σ are calculated as follows

2

σ = ln 1 +



v
m−c

2 !
(13.17)

and

µ = ln (m − c) −
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(13.18)

14

Semi probabilistic analysis
In this approach, also called design value approach, calculations are made with
combinations of unfavourable values of input parameters for resistance and loads. The
unfavourable values are called design values.
They are determined by applying a partial factor on the unfavourable characteristic
value, commonly defined by a confidence limit of 95%. The characteristic value of
parameter follows from a stochastic distribution, usually defined by mean and standard
deviation, where the standard deviation quantifies the uncertainty.
In D-Stability calculations the calculated safety factor must be larger than the required
value: Fs > Frequired .

14.1

Design value
A design value xdesign of a soil strength variable x is determined by using the following
equation:

xdesign =

xcharac
fpartial

(14.1)

where fpartial is the partial factor, used by D-Stability to reduce the characteristic
strength to lower values. Usually fpartial ≥ 1.0. The D-Stability software supplies
defaults for the value of fpartial that are based on the Dutch NEN standards.

14.2

Characteristic value
Per parameter type, a specific confidence level pconf is used, which is a probability.
Usually, the confidence limit is 0.05 for strength parameters (parameters which
increase the safety factor (see section 7.1) when the parameter value is increased)
and 0.95 for load parameters (parameters which decrease the safety factor when the
parameter value is increased)
The corresponding value in the standard normal space is calcualted as follows

ucharac = Φ−1 (pconf )

(14.2)

where Φ is the cumulative density function of the standard normal distribution (see
Equation (13.9));
Using the stochastic variable definition of a parameter, the corresponding xcharac can
be derived.
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14.2.1

Charateristic value (normal)
A characteristic value of a normally distributed soil variable x is determined from the
following equations:

xcharac = µ + ucharac × σ

(14.3)

which is Equation (13.13) applied to ucharac .

14.2.2

Characteristic value (lognormal)
A characteristic value of a log-normal distributed variable x is determined by using the
following equation:

xcharac = c + eµ+ucharac ·σ

(14.4)

which is Equation (13.16) applied to ucharac .

14.3

Stress tables
D-Stability determines a standard deviation of the soil strength variable, from stress
tables, by application of the following procedure:
•

•

first, it calculates per layer the average normal stress along the slip plane
σnormal.ref ;
then, it determines the value of the standard deviation at this reference normal
stress from the characteristic and mean value of the shear strength:

σ [τ ] =

τref.characteristic − µ [τref ]
ucharac

(14.5)

During probabilistic analysis, the D-Stability software will use the shear strength at the
reference normal stress τref as the random stochastic parameter per layer, and scale
the shear strength values at other normal stress levels:

τ=

σnormal
× τref
σnormal.ref

(14.6)

Note: Stress tables are characterized by this one stochastic parameter, whereas the
c-phi model is characterized by two: "cohesion" and "friction angle".
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15

Full probabilistic analysis
Following the recommendation of the "Handreiking faalkansanalyse macrostabiliteit"
document (Schweckendiek et al., 2017), one must keep in mind the following steps
when performing a full-probabilistic analysis of macrostability:
i via a sensitivity analysis define the difference between the safety factor
achieved with:
•

mean and design values,

•

low and high water levels,

•

etc.

ii based on this sensitivity analysis and resulting slip planes, choose the
water levels necessary to build a fragility curve,
iii per water level (and corresponding schematisation of the pore water pressures),
choose the relevant slip plane(s) and perform a FORM analysis (per slip plane),
iv These individual analysis are a fragility point. Per water level, the lowest
achieved reliability index (highest probability of failure) is used to define the
fragility curve,
v finally, the fragility curve is combined with the distribution of the water level and
one failure probability is achieved for macrostability.
The explanations and equations shown in the precious chapters apply for step i, no
further explanation is needed.
In step ii, the used is responsible of choosing the correct (value and amount) of water
levels, so that a good fragility curve is achieved - more details in Schweckendiek et al.
(2017).

15.1

FORM analysis
Step iii: the First order reliability method (FORM) is an approximation method, which is
nowadays broadly used, accepted and validated in reliability analysis. In this method,
approximations to the shape of the failure surface are made.
A FORM analysis cannot be used under all circumstances. In general, the precision of
the FORM result decreases with a large number of stochastic parameters. In
literature, it is often advised not to use a FORM analysis with more than 10 stochastic
parameters. D-Stability usually converges with even 20 or more stochastic
parameters, but the advice is to only define stochastic values for the parameters that
influence the safety factor significantly.
The FORM analysis will only converge if the Z function can be reached within
reasonable limits of the stochastic parameters. The solution space must be rather
smooth.
The FORM analysis searches for the design point: The design point is, in standard
normal space, the point in the parameter space with the highest probability density
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which leads to failure. In standard normal space this point corresponds with the point
closest to he origin (point with all 0 coordinates). When the design point is found, the
reliability index β can be evaluated as the distance between the origin and the design
point (see Figure 110). The corresponding probability of failure is

pfailure = 1 − Φ (β)

(15.1)

where Φ is the cumulative density function in the standard normal space (see
Equation (13.9)).
The probability of failure found in this way is regarded to be a good approximation of
the "real" probability of failure.

Figure 110 Schematic representation of FORM

To find the design point, the FORM analysis starts at the origin in the standard normal
space and iterates to the design point. The FORM analysis uses a limit state function
Z , which returns a negative value when failure occurs and a positive value when no
failure occurs. D-Stability uses the following Z -function:

Z (u) =

Fs (x (u))
−1
γ

(15.2)

where

u
x
Fs
γ
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are the coordinates of the point in the standard normal space;
are the coordinates of the point in the "real" space. Conversion from u to x
takes place using using the inverse of Equation (13.13) for normal distributions and Equation (13.16) for log-normal disributions;
is the safety factor found by section 7.1;
is a model factor. The model factor is also defined as a stochastic variable
and therefore has a corresponding coordinate in u;
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In each iteration step, the current point is moved closer to the design point. In the first
iteration step, the current point is equal to the origin. Using a steepest descend, the
next point is found, until a convergence criterion is fulfilled. The step move from the
current point to the next point is calculated by

uj, i+1 = −αj, i · |ui | · frelax + uj, i · (1 − frelax )

(15.3)

with the α value per coordinate

αj =

∂zj
∂uj
∂z
|
| ∂u

(15.4)

where

j
i
|u|
frelax

is the index of a coordinate;
is the iteration index number;
is the vector length of the current point;
is the given relaxation factor. The relaxation factor prevents the algorithm from taking too big steps, which may cause divergence. Additionally, the FORM analysis reduces the relaxation factor a number of times
by a factor 0.5 when no convergence is reached;

∂zj
∂uj
∂z
| ∂u
|

is the derivative in z to uj ;
is the vector length of the derivative to all coordinates;

The α-values areas sensitivity factors. These sensitivity factors allow us to assess the
influence of each stochastic variable’s uncertainty. This information can help choosing
the necessary number of stochastic variables of a problem, i.e. the number of
stochastic variables can be reduced, without compromising the accuracy of the
reliability calculation.
A D-Stability FORM analysis is carried out with a fixed slip plane. Though in principle
the analysis can be carried out with a search algorithm in each evaluation of Z , this is
too time consuming. More information in Schweckendiek et al. (2017). The fixed slip
plane is found with a semi probablistic analysis.

15.1.1

Convergence
Convergence is reached when the following two criteria are met:
The Z-value must be close enough to zero. Suppose Z is linear with U close to the
design point, we can write

∂z
|4Z|
=| |
|4U |
∂u
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(15.5)

Since 4Z = Z (because we take the difference with Z = 0) and we define the
maximum allowed difference of u as εz , the convergence is calculated as

|Z|
= 4U < εz
∂z
| ∂u
|

(15.6)

and
The beta value should not vary too much from step to step. This is defined as follows
(with βestimated the predicted value of beta given at the previous step):

|β − βestimated | < εβ

(15.7)

The values εz and εβ can be given by the user as diff failure and diff reliability.
Note: Start with few stochastic parameters to make sure the analysis converges
easily. Build a more complex analysis from there by adding more stochastic
parameters.

15.1.2

Correlations
Correlations define the dependency between stochastic variables. When two
parameters are positively correlated, a higher encountered value in the first parameter
leads to probably a higher value encountered in the second parameter. The correlation
factor ρpq between two variables p and q is the Pearson correlation coefficient, which
is:

ρp,q

P
up,i uq,i
=P i P
i up,i
i uq,i

(15.8)

where

i
p, q
up,i

is the index number of the observed value;
indicate variables;
is the u-value corresponding with observed value xi (see Equation (13.10), note that the distribution of variable p is derived already);

The FORM analysis is based on independent, in other words uncorrelated,
parameters. Therefore each point u in the iteration process (see Equation (15.3)) is
first converted to its correlated counterpart, before the safety factor is calculated.
Therefore, Equation (15.2) is replaced by the following calculation
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Z (u) =

Fs (x (ucorrelated (uuncorrelated )))
−1
γ

(15.9)

To get ucorrelated , the following calculation is carried out:

ucorrelated = L (uuncorrelated )

(15.10)

where L denotes the lower triangle matrix originating in the Cholesky decomposition
of the correlation matrix [ρ] = LL> .
Note: The correlation matrix must be positive definite. If this is not the case,
impossible correlations can be ignored by the reliability kernel. Parameters that are
meant to be correlated might not be becasue of this reason. Always check your output!

15.2

Fragility curve
Step iv: assuming that the user has found, per water level, the minimum reliability
index (FORM analysis), the fragility curve is build and linear interpolation is considered
between the existent, calculated fragility points (water levels).
It is important that enough points exist in the fragility curve, so that it translates
correctly the failure behaviour, e.g. in case of uplift and/or over topping - more in
Schweckendiek et al. (2017).

15.3

Combining Fragility Curve and water level
Step v: The combination of the fragility curve with the stochastic water level, is done
via numerical integration over all water levels.

Z

∞

ph (h (u)) · ϕ (u) ∂u

pcombined =

(15.11)

u=−∞

where

h (u) is the water level corresponding to u, defined by a Gumbel distribution;
ph
is the interpolated probability of failure between the fragility points ofthe
fragility curve at a certain water level h;
ϕ (u) gives the probability density corresponding to u, see Equation (13.8);

The integral is approximated by a summation from u = -8 to 8, with stepsize 0.001.
The probability density is calculated by Φ (u + du) − Φ (u).
The reliability, or β in the design point, is calculated as follows:
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β = Φ−1 (pcombined )

(15.12)

where Φ is the cumulative denisity function in the stanadrd normal space (see
Equation (13.9))
The design point, which is the combination of parameters with the highest probability
density in the u-space, is found during the summation process. This value is the value
closest to the orgin, since we use only standard normal variables. The distance to the
origin r is defined as

r=

q
ϕ−1 (ph )2 + u2

(15.13)

The αh value for the water level is calculated with the u-value in the design point:

αh = −

udesign
β

(15.14)

The other alpha values, which correspond to soil and pore pressure parameters in the
stability calculation, are interpolated values in the design point. They are normalized
as follows:

αstab, normalized

q
2
· (1 − αh2 )
= sign (αstab ) · αstab

where αstab is the interpolated α-value in the fragility curve.
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